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I am not quite sure that this issuch operations,
true, but something has to be done, and soon, op the
Club w111 go down the tubes.

The Club was started with about 18 members back ^
In 1975. We now have over 650 dues paying members.
While It was a simple thing to handle the memberships
of several hundred members, it now is a very time

consuming job to handle all the details that go with
handling the membership of so many. The duties must
be divided and the only way that I see to do it is

to get additional members involved in the operations
of the Club. I will, once again, try to write up

a constitution and by-laws that will be read at the
Convention, voted on, and then submitted to the Club
membership for approval or rejection. If approved,
nominations for the various offices will be received

and voting held,
to take a great deal of time, at least two years. If
the constitutional plan is rejected, I don't have any
idea where we will go from there. I have only so
much free time that I can or want to devote to the
World Airline Hobby Club, I need help.

As you can see this is all going

Metro Commuterliner
by

Joop Gerritsma

On August 26, 1969, a sleek new aircraft took
to the sunny skies over San Antonio, Texas. Called
the Metro, the aircraft was the brainchild of Ed
Swearingen, a gifted aeronautical engineer who
earlier had made a name for himself in modifying
former war planes into comfortable corporate trans
ports. He had also modified standard Beech Queen
Air 65 aircraft with more powerful engines which,
together with other modifications, gave the aircraft
a notably hotter performance.

Following this he designed an entirely new
range of eight-seat corporate transports under the
name Merlin, which met with moderate success. The
Metro was an outgrowth of this line of Merlin air
craft and today more than 250 are in service with
or on order by more than 40 operators world wide.
Production was running at aircraft per month at
the end of 1982 and the Metro's offspring, the
SF-340, is under joint development by Fairchild-
Swearingen of Texas and SAAB of Sweden,
prototype should have flown by the time these words
are read and production is planned to reach six
aircraft per month by 1986.

Yet, less than 10 years ago Swearingen Aviation
Company, builder of the Metro, was bankrupt after
only one had been delivered. The aircraft seemed
heading for oblivion as just another foot note in
aviation history.

Design of the 19-20 passenger Metro started in
1968 as an outgrowth of the Swearingen I'erlin.
its intended role and capacity the Metro was aimed
at the fast expanding American conmiuter market to
compete directly against the already successful
deHavilland of Canada Twin Otter. (See the Captain's
Log, Fall 1981.)

As first flown, the SA 226-TC Metro was powered
by two Garrett TPE 331-3-3C3 propjets of 895 shp
each. 1,'ing span was 46 feet 3 inches, length 59
feet 4 inches and wing area 277.5 square feet. The

aircraft was designed for a gross weight of 12,500
pounds, which was the maximum then allowed for

commuter aircraft under FAA regulations. Empty
weight was 7,600 pounds and maximum payload 3,900
pounds. With a maximum cruise speed of 300 mph,
the range was 300 miles at a cruising altitude of
20,000 feet,
was offered as standard.

^ flying, certification of the Metro was granted by
the FAA on June 11. 1970.

The first

In

A convertible passenger/cargo interior
Following extensive test

Simultaneously with the introduction of the
Metro, Swearingen had announced it would also man
ufacture a 12-passenger corporate business aircraft
version of the Metro under the name Merlin IV. (The
Merlin II and III were smaller, eight-seat twins,
and the Merlin I had been a project only.) The
Merlin IV would be identical to the Metro except
for its cabin layout and passenger amenities.
Certification for the Merlin IV was received on

September 22, 1970.

My feeling was, when I started the Club, 4hat
in several years Club members would come forward and
want to operate the Club. Well, this has not happened
and I am somewhat surprised. We have a great number
of Club members that could operate as Club President,
VP, Treasurer or Secretary as well as Board of Director
members, if they wanted to do so.
thwarted their desires to do such things by my being
a "dictator" with regards to the operations of the
WAHC. Maybe I have given the impression that I do
not need or want any help from Club members in the
operation of the organization. ?^aybe I have, but it
was not intentional. If any of you have been waiting
for a signal from me that I wanted aid and assistance
in operating the World Airline Hobby Club, than con
sider this a RED FLARE, or an S-O-Sl Drop me a line
if you are interested.

Maybe I have But less than a year later the dream of Ed
Swearingen seemed to have ended. In 1970 only one
Metro and one Merlin IV were sold and delivered, to
a Congo, Africa, mining company and to Litton
Industries respectively. Sales of the smaller
Metro variants were also down and in the summer

of 1971 Swearingen Aviation Company filed for
voluntary bankruptcy.

Reprieve came later that year when Fairchild
Industries Us it was then called) announced it
would take over the Swearingen Company and its
Metro/Merlin IV and Merlin III production lines.
On February 15, 1972 Fairchild officially formed
a subsidiary under the name Swearingen Aircraft
Corporation which took over the San Antonio plant
and most of its personnel, and production of the
three aircraft types resumed.

Fairchild had first become involved with the

Metro/Herlin in 1969 when it was contracted by
Swearingen to build the wing for the new Metro/Merlin
IV and the smaller Merlin III which used the

wing. At the time of the collapse of Swearingen,
Fairchild-Hiller, as the company had become known,
had several wing sets in production and had already
delivered sets it had not yet been paid for. It
was this involvement that made Fairchild-Hiller

decide to continue production of-the basically
sound and economic Metro.

same

From myself and the other members of the staff
of the CAPTAIN'S LOG, a wish that your holiday season
was filled with much happiness and joy. It is our
wish, and hope, to make your life a little bit more
enjoyable in 1983 by giving you four super issues of
the LOG. With material lined up and in the works, I
am sure that we will be able to do this.

Many of you have already sent in your 1983 re
newal checks, for which I thank you. Enclosed with
this issue of the LOG is another renewal form for
those of you that have not as yet sent in your check
and form. For those of you that have renewals due
at a later time in the year, please fill out the
form and send it in. We would like to have complete
information on each and every member for the 1983
membership roster which will be included with the
next mailing of the LOG in late March.

Starting with the Spring 1983 issue, your Club
membership expiration date and membership number will
be shown on the shipping label of the LOG. As an
example, in my case, the number will look like this:
123183000001.

month, day and year that my membership will end. The
next three numbers represent special informvtion for
office use, and the final three numbers, at this time,
represents your membership number. Membership cards
will not be sent out to those renewing their member
ship, unless requested.

The first*six numbers represent the

Now, on to more pleasent things. With this mailing
of the LOG we are including information on registration
for the 1983 Airliners International Convention to be

held in Washington, D.C. in June. We hope that all of
you give some cosideration on attending this super
get together.

The next issue of the LOG will feature the Boeing
737 and Piedmont Airlines. Also featured will be the
three main airports that serve the D.C. area. Future
issues of the LOG will feature such aircraft as the
Lockheed L-lOll, one that a lot of members have expressed
interest in, the BAC-1-11, another requsted type, some
of the earlier historical type aircraft as well as
features on the likes of Mohawk, United, TWA, and
the carriers of Central and South America. We will
also be carrying a page in the next several issues on
the comments that you have made on the survey being
taken on the back of the membership renewal form.
We will be trying to answer as many requests as we
can, so please bear with us while we find some writers

to cover the topics that you are requesting.

Under Fairchil’d
L  .. . . management sales improved and
by the beginning of 1975 a total of 14 Metros and
22 Merlin IV s had been sold, the majority goinq
to American operators. But the corner.was reallv
turned in 1975 when six Metros and 12 Merlin IV's
were sold. Twelve Metros were sold in 1976 and 20
in the following year.

M  introduction of the Metro TT/
Merlm IVA. Among the changes in the ne^verMon

instead
the circular porthole-type windows of the aarlier

At this time I would like to urge as many of
you as possible attend the 1983 Airliners Int’l.
Convention. The Club business meeting this year will
go a long way towards how the Club will be operated
in the coming years. Several times the issue of
having Club officers has been brought up on the floor
of the business meeting, each time being put down
for one reason or another. Many members feel that
the Club will sink if officers are elected to run
the operation due to the "poltics" that evolve from

I hope to hear from some of you before the next
issue goes to the printer. Until then, happy collecting!
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version. The cabin noise level was brought down

greatly by extra insulation and new flying and
ground handling systems were introduced as well.

ff

But an even more remarkable feature was the

optional stand-by rocket engine installation in
the rear fuselage. This 350 lb. st. Aerojet solid
rocket booster is installed in the tail cone and
it allows the aircraft to make take-offs at full
take-off weights from airfields as high as 7,000
feet altitude. Other modifications gave the Metro
II a slightly higher cruising speed on the same
horsepower. The Metro IIA is identical to the
Metro II but offers a higher gross weight under
FAR Part 41 regulations.

The Metro entered commercial service in the
United States in March 1973 with Commuter Airlines

of Broome County Airport, Binghamton, New York,
which had ordered two in the previous year. Commuter
Airlines was soon followed by Air Wisconsin of
Appleton, Wisconsin, which placed three Metros in
service,
-the first two.

commercial operators using the Metro, there are
several with multi-digit fleets. Air Midwest
has 16, Hidstate Airlines 12, Rio Airways and
Skyways 11 each. Other operators with substantial
fleets are Air Wisconsin (9), Britt Airways (8),
Cascade Airways and Air Oregon with seven each.

One former operator of the Metro deserves
special mention, since it was not a commuter air
line, but a regional carrier. For many years
Southern Airlines of Atlanta, Georgia had maintained

^Ba fleet of elderly Martin 4-0-4 piston engined
aircraft to serve a number of airports in its
network that were unsuitable to the carrier's

DC-9 jets, either because there was not enough
traffic to justify a DC-9, or because the airports
could not handle the twinjet. The Martins, however,
were long overdue for replacement and Southern

decided to replace them with the Metro II,
which were ordered.
April 8, 1977, on routes from Atlanta. I
with the merger of Southern and North Central into
Republic Airlines in 1979, the Metros were sold
and replaced by North Central’s Convair CV-580
propjets.

Many other operators have followed after
Among the nearly 30 American

seven of
The first went into service on

However,
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SUN AIRE LINES N5336M, c/n TC-20SE cut Lo6
AngtZci, Cati^.oAtUa -in MaAch 1979. John Wegg pko-to

SOUTHER^J AIRLINES II N70A, c/n TC-241 cut
Tznne^6<LZ -in the 6ummeA !97S. GeAAtt6ma photo MetAo 11 N57KA, c/n TC-322 oi$ RIO AIRWA/S at

MejnpiU&, TenncJiiec tn PecembeA I9S0. GzAfUt^ma photo

option for airline operators who already have
other P&W powered aircraft in their fleets. For
American commuter operators, the Metro III/IIIA
is certificated under FAR Part 23 and SFAR Part 41

regulations.

In the United States the Hetro/Merlin IV is
in service in just about every state of the union,
from New England to Hawaii and from Alaska to
Florida. In South America it serves with the

Venezuelan and Argentine air forces in the communi
cations role. In Europe the German carrier Euro
Express uses it for fast parcel delivery out of
Frankfurt; in Australia, Air Queensland uses seven
on third-level services out of Cairns, Queensland.

But it is not only the Metro that has seen
and is seeing airline service. Several Merlin IV
business aircraft have over the years been bought
by air carriers, mostly second-hand, and are
operated as freighters. One such operator is
Soundair of Wiarton and Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

—
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hietAo II N/O/UR, c/n TC-233, o/, EMPIRE AIRLINES at
Oneida Coantij. New Vonk on JaZij 50, 197L SAHEN'A 0/ Belgium aicd tkU EUROPEAN AIR TRANSPORT

N.etAo II, 00-JPI, c/n TC-221, a &hoAt time, Shown
hcAC at Belgium October, lb, 197b.

Ge/i/Utima photo

Sales to non-American airlines have remained

small, with most operators using the type having
only one to three aircraft. One exception is‘
Crossair of Switzerland, which operates 10 Metro II
and III models on its domestic and international
third-level services out of Zurich.

In 1980 Fairchild-Swearingen first flew the
Metro III/Merlin IVC.

from the previous models in having a new 57 foot
wing of 307 square feet and uprated engines driving
four-bladed propellers instead of the three-bladed
props of the earlier models,

engines allow an increased gross weight of 14,000
lbs. and an increased cruising speed with a range
of up to 714 miles.

In its Metro III/Merlin IVC version, the alr-
7*craft comes with two Garrett AiResearch TPE 331-lU)

engines of 1,000 shp each, and in the Metro IIIA

version {still without a Merlin equivalent) the
power is supplied by two Canadian Pratt & Whitney
PT6A-45R engines of 956 shp each. The PiW engines
were introduced on the Metro to provide a customer

This new version differs

The more powerful

* & '
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COCHISE AIRLINES MetAo II NZ5AZ,
Tudon, Arizona in Fcb/iua^j/ of) 'j979.

c/n TC-266, at
John Wegg photo

MetAo N5355M, c/n TC-211EE o^ COMMUTER AIRLINES at
Bfioome Cauntu, Neic VoAk on June 2S, 197b. CeAAit6ma photo

SOumiR, Canada, MeAlin 10 ca/tgo caoUeA C-GPCL

GeAAtt6ma photo
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configuration, or any mix of these desired, simply
by moving the aft bulkhead,
conversion,
wall for stowage,
lie, is also available.
Metro HE Expeditor of 1976, is a 14 passenger
high-density business aircraft that can quickly
be converted to mixed passenger/cargo or all-cargo
configuration, or even as an ambulance aircraft
for 10 stretchers.

To allow for quick
the cabin seats fold flat against the

An all-cargo version, the Metro
Another version, the

Besides two Metro II's, the carrier also operates
three Merlin IV's on its cross-Canada small package
delivery service.

#
The Metro is of conventional all-metal con

struction. It has a cylindrical fuselage and a
two-spar wing with integral fuel tanks. Standard
seating is for 19 passengers in two-abreast seating
with a central isle running down the fuselage
between the seats. An optional 20th seat can be
provided at the expense of some space for hand
luggage. The cabin is presurized and entrace is
through a door in the port forward fuselage. This
door contains its own integral airstair. A large
door is in the rear port side of the fuselage which
gives access to the baggage compartment.

Utilization of the Metro is enhanced by the
full-length cargo floor with tie-down points. Both
these features come as standard equipment and
operators are able to switch from passenger to cargo

The Metro III/Merlin IVC is now the current

production version of this successful series of
aircraft. In total, 14 Metro aircraft were pro
duced, 169 Metro II, 14 Metro IIA and 58 Metro II'I's
as of August, 1982. Merlin production totals are
20 Merlin Iv, 38 Merlin IVA and 28 Merlin VIC so
far. Orders for 111 SF-340 aircraft have been

received by the two partners in the project. Of
these 88 are for commuter airliners and the other
23 are corporate transports.

(Copyrighted 1982 by Joop Gerritsma)

by

Joop Gerritsma

Four Ontario, Canada, commuter airlines are
serving Toronto, Ontario, even though this city of
three million is located in an area of the province
that is abundantly blessed with good highways. But
there are always regional centers too far away to
be comfortable to reach by car and be back again
the same day. Between them, the four carriers link
Toronto with 13 such centers in northern, eastern
and southwestern Ontario, Quebec and New York state.

GLA had been formed in 1960 as the flight
division of the Holmes-Blunt Company, a large
foundry business in Sarnia. At that time the fleet
consisted of a tri-gear Beech 18 and a Cessna 310,
but when the division was re-organized as a public
airline in 1967, two DC-3s were bought.

They were replaced in 1969 by two ex-Swissair
Convair CV-440s and London, Ontario, about halfway
between Sarnia and Toronto, was added an an en-route
stop. While flying with GLA titles, the two
Convairs retained their red Swissair colors.

Toronto has three commercial airports and be-

^tween them, the four carriers use them all. To the
^^est is the large Toronto International Airport,

sometimes referred to by its old name of Malton
Airport. To the south, on an island in Lake Ontario
in the mouth of Toronto harbor, is the Toronto

Island Airport. This small former wartime training
base is only 15 minutes by ferry and bus from down
town Toronto and therefore is popular with business
men using it. The third airport is Toronto Button-
ville, to the north. This airport is privately
owned by Toronto Airways, which is also the parent
company of one of the commuters serving the city.

In 1973-74 four ex-Linjeflyg (Sweden) CV-440s
were acquired and these made it possible for GLA
to add Kitchener-Waterloo in southern Ontario, and
Peterborough and Ottawa in eastern Ontario, to the
network. But while the ex-Swissair Convairs re
tained their red Swissair colors, the ex-Linejeflyg
aircraft continued operating in light blue colors of
that carrier.

Toronto lost the link with Kitchener, Peter
borough, Ottawa and London in January of 1975 when
GLA closed down all but the nonstop Sarnia-Toronto

The reason for this was the unreliabilityservices,

.The aircraft flown by the four air carriers
include Convair CV-580, Saunders ST-27 and Beech 99

propjets, and the piston-engined Piper Navajo in
its Chieftain and Panther versions.

of the old, worn-out Convairs and some administrative
problems in the company itself.

Toronto received its first commuter type air
service in the mid-Sixties. A Montreal, Quebec,
airline, Royalair, operated a Lockheed Lodestar on
a service between Montreal and Toronto along the
St. Lawrence Seaway and the north shore of Lake
Ontario. Along the way the aircraft stopped at
several regional centers. But Royalair could not
make a go of it. The airline went bankrupt and the
Service died with it. When last heard of, the
Lodestar was serving the public as a roadside
hamburger and hot dog stand somewhere in Quebec!

All services except to Kitchener-Waterloo,
were resumed later that year, after GLA had been
sold to new owners, its headquarters moved to
London, Ontario and above all, after three CV-580

.propjets had been lease-purchased from Allegheny
Airlines to replace the old piston CV-440s.

GLA also took over all but one of the daily
Air Canada Toronto-London return services when the
national carrier pulled its DC-9 jets off the
route in 1975.

Effective April 27, 1981, the start of the
summer schedule that year. GLA adopted the

Air Ontario, which is more in line with its plans
of becoming Ontario's own regional airline. In
early 1981 Air Ontario turned its Toronto Inter-
national-Peterborough-Ottawa service over to Air
Atonabee and replaced it with non-stop Toronto
International-Ottawa

name

service.

Metro III

Fairchild Swearingen Corporation
AIR ONTARIO

# Commuter air service returned to Toronto in
●''^967 when Great Lakes Airlines of Sarnia, in western

Ontario, opened a twice-daily DC-3 service between
the two cities.
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TORONTAIRAIR ATONABEE

In 1979 a third small airline started commuter

services from Toronto. April 30 of that year saw
the inaugural fligh by Torontair from Toronto

Buttonville to Elliott Lake, a nickel mining town on
the north shore of Georgian Bay, off Lake Superior
and 260 miles northwest of Toronto. Services
started with a Piper Navajo, but from October 1980,
a Seech 99 airliner took over.

Two years after the start of services by Great
Lakes, another small Ontario operator started commuter

^services into Toronto. The carrier was OtonaBee

i^irways.

This airline had been formed at Peterborough,
Ontario, in 1970 as a flying school and air taxi
firm,
services from Peterborough to Kingston, Ontario;
Montreal, Quebec; and Toronto Island Airport with
Saunders ST-27 twin propjets for 23 passengers.

The ST-27 had been conceived by David Saunders
of Montreal. It was a stretched, twin propjet
modification of the British DeHavilland Heron

with four piston engines. Built at Gimli, Manitoba,
Canada, only 12 were converted before Saunders
Aircraft went bankrupt in 1976. In 1979 OtonaBee
Airways took over the remaining assets of Saunders,
including two remaining ST-27s..

OtonaBee started non-stop Toronto Island-Ottawa
service in 1980. In 1979 the carrier had taken over

Wagner Aviation of Kingston, Ontario. With this
takeover came traffic rights from Kingston to
Toronto, Ottawa and Syracuse, New York. Through
this acquisition, OntonaBee Airways received traffic
rights from Toronto to Ottawa, but with a stop at
Kingston.

Using Cessna twins it began scheduled commuter

Torontair was formed at Buttonville Airport in
1948 under the name Gillies Flying Service. The
name Toronto Airways was adopted in 1963 with the
expansion of the company's flying training activities
and the operating name Torontair was adopted with
the opening of the Elliott Lake service.

Following the acquisition of the Kingston
operating base and traffic rights from Air Atonabee
in 1980, Torontair established scheduled services

from Toronto Buttonville Airport to Kingston,
Ottawa, Montreal and Syracuse. In 1982 Brockville,
also in eastern Ontario, was added. Also in 1981
the Toronto Buttonville to Elliott Lake service

was routed through Toronto International Airport.

VOYAGEUR AIRWAYS

Voyageur Airways of North Bay, Ontario, is a
newcomer to the Toronto commuter market. It started

North Bay-Toronto Island Airport services in 1981.
The two daily return flights make a stop at Toronto
International if required. Services initially
started with Piper Navajo Panther aircraft, but
these were replaced by Saunders ST-27 in 1982.

Although being new to Toronto, Voyageur Airways
has a long reputation as a northern bush air carrier.
Its fleet of single and twin engined aircraft is
kept busy during the summer flying tourists, hunters
and fishermen into northern lodges. In the winter,
many isolated northern communities depend for their
survival on regular resupply services by Voyageur.

AIR C/MrvRIC' CV-SSG C-GVTC, c/n t9, at London,
June 4, ]9&2. photo When the company was granted non-stop rights

between Toronto Island and Ottawa in 1980, it sold
the Kingston base with its traffic rights to Ottawa,
Toronto, Montreal and Syracuse to Torontair of
Toronto.

In January 1981 the name Air Atonabee was
adopted after a re-organization of the company and
the Toronto Island-Ottawa service was extended to
Montreal. In that same year Air Atonabee also took
over the Toronto International-Peterborough-Ottawa
service from Air Ontario when the latter started
non-stop Toronto International-Ottawa services.

AIR ATC.VAdLE ST-27 C-FJFi/,
Inland AtApcU, Sept^mbcA’29,

C-/n Oil, at To^oitto
,  1981. GeAAtX6ma photo

‘r.

* 1.J,  i.i . ..

TORONTAIR PtpeA. Nauajo Ckcz^tdin C-GVVK, c/n
1H/7752029, at ToAonto-BtUtonvtile. A^podX
' ^cembcA 5, 1980. CoAfUttm ph

TORONTAIR Geecli 699 aJjitivLzn. C-GEOI

at AvipoM, June 7,
c/n (j'-I52,

.  1981.

Gwittii\WL pAo^o
oto
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Airways#ft
by

Phil Brooks

Britt Airways, one of the nation's largest
regional airlines, was incorporated in July 1956
as Vercoa Air Service, with its principal place of
business being Vermillion County Airport, Danville,
Illinois. The company's founders were William and’
Marilyn Britt, and Raymond and Gayle Cramer.

In mid-1968. Lake Central Airlines, the domi
nant air carrier at that time in the Souther Great

Lakes area, was taken over by Allegheny Airlines.
Soon after, the latter announced that it sought to
suspend service at several small cities on the
ex-Lake Central system due to low demand. Allegheny
approached Vercoa to see if they could provide air

service under contract to Allegheny as an Allegheny
Commuter. The Allegheny Commuter idea was a new
one, but it seemed to be working successfully in
the East, where a similar arrangement had already
begun operations.

Shortly after Vercoa's founding, the Cramers
sold their stock in the company to the Britts. _
Air Service initially offered air taxi and charter
service, flight training, fuel service, and air
craft sales and

Ver
■ woyi4G£(/fl /i/f!WAy'S_

CF-IOI.

coa

cinw maintenance at Danville, Business
was Slow in the beginning, so Vercoa changed from
being a service-oriented company to one
trating on the sale of aircraft,
be more lucrati

concen-
which proved to

ve.

T' '

5W'".—- - Vercoa agreed to a contract, and on July 28,
1968, the first of what was to become a fleet of
twelve Beechcraft 99 airliners was purchased to
begin services on the Danville to Chicago route.
The Beech 99 was the first aircraft designed
specifically for the commuter airline market,
and has a capacity of twelve to fifteen passengers.
It has proved to be a very dependable aircraft,
perfectly suited to the high frequency operations
characteristic of commuter airline operations. The
economics of the Beech 99 provfed to be a key
factor in Britt's early success, and still serves
with Britt today on its lower-demand routes.

The next route served by Vercoa as an Allegheny
Commuter was Danville to Indianapolis, followed
shortly by Bloomington, Indiana to Indianapolis. As
Vercoa proved its fitness to Allegheny, more routes
were turned over to it. In March 1971, Huncie,
Indiana was added with service to both Indianapolis
and Chicago O'Hare airports. More Beech 99s
were purchased for the-new routes. Terre Haute
service to Indianapolis and Chicago was added
in June of 1974. The fleet of Beech 99s stood
at six at this point.

In November, 1974, Vercoa's maintenance and
corporate headquarters were moved from Danville to
Terre Haute. The city had offered space to Vercoa
to establish its base at very reasonable rates.
Vercoa changed its name to Britt Airlines,
in February, 1975.

Inc.,

FIR Ja purchased serveral twin-Beech
exMo^w aircraft to use in transportation of

contract to the U.S. Government
between widespread points in the Continental United
lltlV' ® successful operation.
Beeches were als

The
o used for passenger charters as

wel l as providing on-demand charters for Lake
central Airlines when mechanical difficult!

Central aircraft would have left some of
^’eir cities with a temporary loss of airline

les wi

serv

th

CF-LCL, c/n 006, at ToKonto
ii^tand /.lay 27, /9S2. CoAfiithma. photo ice.

The experience gained with the operation of
the twin-Beeches proved to be very valuable, both
from a maintenance and operations standpoint and
from the needed exposure that it gave Vercoa.

_P^NT AND FUTURE FI FFT^ /t SERVICES

The four commuter carriers
mam.types of aircraft
Ontario has a fleet of fi
Voyageur Airways both
with six and two
both the Beech 99
Chieftain (4).

operatiare
on their services,

ive CV-580S; Air At

Air Atonabee, while opposing the new Air
Ontario STOL service because it is in direct com

petition with its own service, is hoping to keep
its share of the market and has ordered five

It says
I  passengers

Dash-8 aircraft for 1984-85 delivery. '
the Dash-8 is faster than the Dash-7 and

ng four

onabee and
rely on the Saunders ST-27

respectively; and Torontair uses

airliner (3) and the Piper Navajo

Air

will prefer it for that reason.

Piper Aztec fer Ehrsa^^JurposI

jets may be bought materializes. small

Air Ontario,
Airways, and in co- subsidiary, CUy Cent

Meanwhile, the airline may order some larger
aircraft as interim types to supplement the ST-27
on some existing and new services it has applied
for. The Short 360 is said to have the inside track. In early 1976, Ozark Airlines dropped servi

to Galesburg and Sterling/Rock Falls, Illinois
Britt met with the community leaders of these
cities and arranged to provide replacement
at the former Ozark points.

servi

ce

Torontair, after building up its services with
the Navajo, has acquired three larger Beech 99
in the past two years. Some of the Navajos are

ces

in all-cargo configuration and it is expected
that the largest expansion will be in this area.
The carrier has not yet ordered larger aircraft
and it expects that the Beech 99 will meet its
needs for the forseeable future.

now
This service was rpovided by a new divic<An

of Britt known as Britt Airwavs.'^Inc,
related only in name to the former
division which

This was
^  operating

_ , - — was incorporated in 1968 as a
Corporation involved in the explosives

transfer business. Unfortunately at the time
incorporation, demand for this service
so after a short time operations

o

was decr

er

could be operating DeHavilland'Dash 7°STra

t"' ’'to '^l="'f-Ottawa-Ho™re^'''dS™

‘™:ic‘r;!a:eten^"""ed

m The Beech 99 tA th^ backbone, the Ruxt
^mi/6 f

(Copyrighted 1982 by Joop Gerritsma)
easing,

were terminated.
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p@r month. In July, 1982, the CAB, which Britt
must report its figures to, declared Britt Airways
to be the nation's largest regional/commuter airline.

Maintenance for the Britt Airways fleet is
conducted at Terre Haute for the Beech and Metro,
and Bloomington, Illinois for the Fairchilds.
Minor overnight maintenance is also conducted in
Evansville and Springfield, under contract to
Airesearch Aviation. Plans for the future in
clude a large Fairchild maintenance base at
Terre Haute. All flight foll.owing, required
under Part 121, and all dispatch duties for

flight operations are conducted by Britt Flight
Control at the terminal building in Terre Haute.

Britt staffs most of its stations with its

personal, with the exception of Moline and
South Bend, Indiana, where United handles opera
tions, and St. Louis, where Ozark Airlines
provides personel. Also ground handling of
Britt aircraft is performed by Ozark at Spring-
field and Champaign, Illinois.

Reservations for Britt Airways flights are
taken in two reservations centers, at Indianapolis
and Bloomington, Illinois. Britt utilizes the
Sabre computer system, marketed by American Air
lines, for its reservations and operations
functions.

own

FH-227C aircraft to Britt. These were delivered

in the spring and suumer of 1980. Since these
aircraft were larger than the norm for commuter-
type airlines, Britt was required to conduct its
Fairchild operations according to Part 121 of
the Federal Aviation Regulations.

In early 1981, Britt Airways/Airlines was
in a continued period of expansion. At this time
it was realized that to continue the agreement to
provide service for Allegheny Airlines, which had
changed its operating name to USAir, would not
be in the best interests of Britt. (Britt Airlines
had to give part of its earnings on the Allegheny
Commuter routes to USAir, and this was cutting
into earnings.) Therefore, agreement with USAir
was reached to have Britt Airways replace Britt
Airlines service in all points served under the
Allegheny Commuter agreement, effective April 26,

1981. Britt Airlines ceased to exist as of this
date, and now all Britt operations were conducted
under the banner of Britt Airways.

Britt has continued to expand, even in these
difficult economic times. More Illinois cities
were added, with Britt succeeding Ozark in Burl
ington, Iowa as well. Cincinnati service was
added to Indianapolis and Evansville, and more

flights were added in the Evansville to Chicago
market, which had recently been vacated by Delta
Airlines. This has become one of Britt's major
routes.

Britt Airways' goal is to provide frequent,
convenient air service for cities which had pre

viously been served by larger carriers at a higher
cost. Service is provided from these cities to
larger cities where connections can be made to
larger carriers traveling to more distant cities.
Flight schedules are constantly being updated to
provide the most convenient connections at hub
cities.

*

Plans for the future of Britt Airways include
continued service to existing cities with service

expansion to larger city pairs, where higher revenue
can be obtained. New aircraft types are being
evaluated constantly, as soon tbe Beeches will need

to be replaced. Larger aircraft types are being
considered, as traffic on several routes has grown
tremendously, and any high density routes acquired
in an expansion could not be served economically
by the 47 seat FH-227s.

Britt Airways has grown consistently since
its formation, and with the coming of better
economic times in the United States, there is no
reason for Britt not to expand its fleet and route

system.

ABOVE: He/ie tue aee iwo II'a and two
Beecii 99'a at CiUcago, -Eoading (oA. tojily
dtpoMuAU.

Since Britt Airways is privately held, figures
concerning revenue and statistics such as passenger
totals are not made public, although the company is
known to be very profitable, and passenger totals
are known to average between 70 and 80 thousand

For the new Britt Airways services additional
Beech 99s were acquired. Operations of this
division were conducted separately from the
Allegheny Commuter division to prevent a conflict
of interest. Initial service was provided from
the two cities to Chicago O'Hare airport in
September, 1976.

The Britt fleet has grown to a present total
of 27 operational aircraft, including 12 Beech
99s, eight Swearingen Metros, and seven Fairchild
FH-227S. Currently more Fairchilds are in the
process of being added to the fleet.

Corporate and Operations headquarters for
Britt Airways are located at Hulman Regional
Airport, Terre Haute, Indiana. President is
William C. Britt, and his wife Marilyn is the
Vice President. Directors of Departments include:
Marketing, Daniel K. Britt; Operations, Delbert
Huffman; Consumer Affairs. Daniel Copp; Customer
Service, Robert Pfrommer; Inflight Services, Karen
Miller; and Sales, William Gammon.

This initial Britt Airways operation touched
off a chain of events with other cities contacting
Britt to see if they could provide needed airline
service. New cities and services added included
Bloomington and Moline, Illinois to Chicago, and
Indianapolis to Champaign and Bloomington. Indiana
polis was the first city other than Chicago where
Britt Airlines and Britt Airways met. There the
Airlines operation was handled by Allegheny, while
the Airways operation was handled by Britt Airways
employees. Flights were also separated from each
other in the gate areas.

Commuter Makes Good

6k

In September 1979, Ozark Airlines flight
attendants went on strike and operations were
suspended. Britt Airways provided temporary
service in Ozark's strong Peoria. Illinois-Chicago
0 Hare market. After the strike Britt stayed in
the market, and today this is one of Britts'
major routes.

PAUL COLLINSBELOW: BActt ̂  AtoAting io acqiUAe. a itteX
ol FaiAcivLtd Fh-227C'i {,0A tkzxA buA^eA AouXeA.

The pros and cons of deregulation will be dis
cussed for years to come. Did deregulation help or
hurt aviation business? For one carrier in the Ohio
Valley, deregulation did not hurt them because they
were determined to make a success of the airline
business. That carrier is Comair, the commuter air
line based at the Greater Cincinnati International

Airport.

There was some hesitancy by the business
community in the Greater Cincinnati area to fly
in the "smaller" Navajo since they were so used
to flying in the larger aircraft of the trunk
carriers. However, it did not take them long to
realize if they were to make their appointments
in distant cities, Comair was their best and fastest
mode of transportation. Business picked up.

Business picked up so well that additonal air

craft were needed to carry the increase in passengers.
Seven Piper Navajo Chieftains, capable of carrying
nine passengers each, were added to the Comair roster.

The carrier was now serving Dayton, Columbus, Detroit*,
Cleveland, Akron-Canton and Indianapolis.

Airwais ”35 inaugurated by Britt
Springfield, II1 inois-Peoria-Chicago,

for'tSfne^roule^" purchased

In early 1980, due

decided from Chiclgo! Britt
decided l^^at it was time to search for a larger
a rllner to be used oo Us more popular roltls.
Air New England, a former commuter airline which
had received C.A.B. Certification, and served
mainly ex-Delta routes in the Northeastern United
States, had run into financial difficulties and
offered to sell two of its 47 passenger Fairchild

Comair began service out of CVG in March of
1977 using Piper Navajo type aircraft. Initial
routes included service between Cincinnati and
Cleveland, Akron-Canton, and Evansville, Indiana.
These were all markets that the trunk carriers were

■' writing off their schedules.
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Emfa^e-t Sand&iantc PT-SSW tuu the BoJuUtTCP:
that cajne to Cl'S to be cu-ed o6 a CJiew tAotnex.

From early 1981 and on, the major trunk carriers
were pulling out of many markets within the operating

area of Comair. This vacuum left by the departure ^
of the American's, TWA's and others, allowed Comair w
to continue to expand their route system. Additiona.
cities of Lexington, Kentucky, Huntington and Char
leston, West Virginia were added to the ever growing
city list served by this fast growing commuter.

With the addition of new cities, and again,
increased load factor, the management at Comair
started to look for a new type aircraft that would
serve the new passengers that were finding that
flying a "small" airline was not all that had.

N75CZ ti ifwwn he^ie ivtng-oig -it wayCEWTER:

on one 0|J the many daily ouX o{ Cl'G
each day ^town. by ComaJji.

m
;l' ;

The "new kid" on the block i& the ShoAt&

Thiit i& a po6t eaxd i&&aed by Aviation
Photo by Jay Selman.

BOTTOM;
SO-330.
WOAld./>T'

4^* 1 ■ ■ a c
● g PT-SBW

T
«rf-I.

The appearance of the Shorts over the

around CVG also stirred some controversy. The very
unusal shape of the SD-330 had some of the locals

thinking that the military was again flying "Box-cars
out of CVG. However, the Shorts soon became a dfa«n-
iar sight while on training flights out of Greater
Cincinnati.

area
X

1,♦■1f.

With the purchase of the Shorts, Comair had
to add an additional member to the aircrafts crew,
a flight attendant. Up until the time of the 330's,
the carrier had been able to operate without this
important member of the crew, simply because their
aircraft was of the size that did not require
in some cases could not accoiwnodate a flight attend
ant. You can now be served a coke and peanuts on
Comair flightsi

or
N77AL, c/n 5J-554 um one oi the ivn^t on the ^06tU.

RIGHT: When biuinui ttofcied to inc'LCaie Comvi
puAchoicd 6even Pipen. fJavaJo Chiegtaitu, H72C2
has c/n 3I-7752JS4. ^

1

The future for Comair certainly looks bright.
With the major trunks pulling out of non-productive
markets, the commuter and regional type airlines
have the maket on which to build their future. The
area served by Comair is one of business and industry,
and as the economy gets back on its feet, the need
for good, regularly scheduled airlines will be a
very important factor in helping industry to main
tain their busy schedules. Comair will be there to
help.

QamAix « rr T
^ghth Bandit puAcIvued by Comai>t

H7SCZ 4h(wn hzAe at CVG, AU photoi oi Com.i^
equipment by Aaa Pix.

Comair serves 11 major market areas with over
48 flights a day from their busy "joint" terminal
with Delta Air Lines at the Greater Cincinnati Air
port.

After checking the market, president and chief
operating officer of Comair, David R. Mueller, made
the decision, it was to be the Brazilian made turbo
prop Bandeirante. Mueller liked the way the aircraft
handled and it's mechanical reliability. The range
of the aircraft also suited the area in which Comair
operated.

SOUTH FL0R1VA AIRLINE

HISTORICAL SOCIETY

A«£^>ie HUtoAical Society wiU hold

9  {Sa<u‘iday} ifiom 10:30 am until 5:00 pm at the RnnnHn

-3M2. Tefephone a/c 305-871-1700. ' Miami, El.

IhcAe will, be a dooA donation o/ $9 j ■ -

Une <U.co.nt be #39. A«

During 1981 and 1982 business continued to
increase on the routes served by Comair.
Bandits were doing their job and load factors
continued to climb. Passengers boarded during
1982 totalled nearly 139,000. The little airline
in the Valley was growingl

The newcomai

O'-Another major aircraft purchase was made in
early 1982.
200s.

The company ordered two Shorts SD 3 30-
According to Jay Selman, in a story he did

on Comair in Professional Pilot (Oct. 1982), Mueller A
thinks that image is extremely important to a
regional airline. With the acquisition of the
Shorts, Comair took on the "look" of a much larger
carrier.
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Printed Matter
THE TRAY TABLE by

John Irby

by

Keith Ames

"The Sporty Game", by John Newhouse, published by
Knof, Inc., New York, 1GC2, $14.93, hardcover.

And what is "the sporty game", from which this
book derives its title? It is a phrase used by the
marketing executives of the commercial aerospace
manufacturers that describes the conventional wisdom

on how to book large jet transport orders with the

airlines, that is, by pushing your company, via
promises to the airline, to very high levels of
technological and financial risk to get the order.
And how risky is the "sporty game"? Consider this,
only tv;o jetliners, the Boeing 707 and 727 series,
have sold successfully enough to turn net profits
for li.eir builder. Cvery other jetliner, including
such big sellers as the DC-9 and 737, are still
returning red ink entries on their builder's ledgers.

This book may make you angry, it may make you
fearful, it may make you sad, but Newhouse's theorys
are too steeped in facts to ignore. To date, "The
Sporty Game" is the best book I've read on the
connercial airliner building and marketing business —
I  advise all of you who want to know more on this
subject to save the $15 to purchase and read this
important book.

Some troubling questions face the Ameri

commercial aerospace manufacturers during the latter
19C0s: Will McDonnell-Douglas follow Lockheed in

exiting the airliner marketplace? Will the European
Airbus consortium surpass Boeing as the world's
leading supplier of jet transports? What role will
the Japanese manufacturers play--competitors
partners?

can

or

As mentioned in the last CAPTAIN'S LOG the demic;
of Braniff Airlines has made instant collectables out
of their china, glasses and silverware. Many items
are still available (check your local airline caterer)
so now is the time to complete your sets.

se Braniff Items List

China

Grey Line White

When Braniff ceased operations the china

was the commonly called "Grey Line"
setting. This name came from the distinctive grey
band which encircled the plates and coffee cups.
Although initially designed and used for internat
ional flights, the grey line was also used domesti
cally for awhile near the end. Before this, Braniff
used a solid white service domestically which
only be identified from the bottomside markings
which included the word Braniff. Other distinctive
items in the Braniff china settings were the
cappuccino mugs and demitase sets. Both were black
with white trim; a higftly unusual color combination
in the world of airline china.

service in use

coul d

John Newhouse’s important new book, "The Sporty
Game', addresses these questions with some disturbing
revelations and even more disturbing predictions.
For example: Newhouse states his opinion in "Sporty"
that Boei ng's new 7C7 and 757 jetliners are too large
and too expensive to be economically viable for the
airlines in the slow-growth 19C0s. His book also

●oredicts that Airbus, not Boeing, will produce theMl-iinportant 15C-passenger jet to replace the
ubiquitous Boeing 727. He sees the Japanese,
partners with Boeing on the 767 program, striking
out on their own by the early 1990s and competing
against Airbus for the 150-passenger jetliner business
And as for McDonnell-Douglas, "Sporty" devotes an
entire chapter to the design blunders that led to
the DC-lOs troubles and concludes that both the
DC-IC and the hybrid-technology, DC-9-S0, will
cease production from lack of orders before this
decade is out.

now

Dinner Plate
Salad Plate
Bread Plate
Soup Bowl
Coffe Cup
Saucer
Cappuccino liug
Demitase cup
Saucer

9 7 5/8"
5 3/8"7

5 1/2
6

3 1/2"
5 1/2"

2" diameter
1 3/4" diameter

4

Glasses

9 oz. Old Fashioned
Cognac Glass
Bock Glass

**************************Stem Wine Glass
Liqueur Glass

produced by several manufacturers
but the most sought after one was made by Hall
Lhina and inscribed on the bottom with "especiallv
made for Braniff International". The Braniff dove
also appeared next to the inscription. Another
demitase set produced and used was based on the
Calder theme. ^ It included a cup which was
with a depiction of the multicolored cowl

ef'Dines of the Calder painted
●DC-8 s Braniff used.

printed
as

"Martin 2-0-2 and 4-0-4" by Richard J. Hurley,
published by ATP, Inc., San Jose, California, 64
pages, illustrated, $5.00, 1975.

Silverware - Black Handle

Kni fe Fork
Demitase Spoon

Spoon Cocktail Fork
Serving Fork and Spoon This particular book is of keen interest to me

since floriJa seems to be the one of the few places
seeing Martin 404 aircraft in daily airline service.
Two local airlines, Provincetown-Boston Airline and
Marco Island Airways, still fly the "Martin-Os"
on intra-Florida commuter routes.

Newhouse doesn^t forget how badly some of our
domestic and flag airlines are doing either, and he
serves up many opinions on that subject.

Sporty" mentions the recent bankruptcy of
Braniff Airways. Many pages detailed how Juan
Trippe s ego had the Boeing 747 designed to be far
too big for the markets it was to serve. And Mr.
Newhouse states his theory that the development
of the 747 marked the start of the general decline
of financial fortunes for most all airlines, parti-
culary those competing in the United States. Why?
Because the 747s led to a series of high-priced
widebodies, the DC-lC, L-1011, A-3CC, A-310 and
757, that caused airlines to play the

A footnot
in

one-upmanship

eNew Items Department

Trans Australian Airways is the latest to
start using Wedgewood (remember Laker) chi na..  Braniff glasses used were eitherwith the dove

the base,
which had the dove striking was the cogn

3nd BI on the base

printed
on the side or the initials 31 on

the most ac glass
Dick Hurley puts together a very concise, but

interesting, look at Martin Company's only post-
commerical aircraft. Historical information,
duction lists, specifications and a complete (up
to 1976) operator's list is included in this
graph. Numerous black and white photos, many
probably being quite rare, are also jammed into
this little book.

wa

mono-

Pan Am will be coming out with menus with
covers depicting historical flights of the
aircraft the airline used.

var.
r

pro-ious
These are great for

framing and would be of interest to collectors
of all areas.

Silverware used
vpflrq nK-in„\ > 'fiariy

varietr S^anfff ' distinctive black handle
know of which >
or silverplate.
handle was to

was the only U.S. airline I
used anything but plain stainle ss
'  The reason for the hard plastic

to Pick up a ert^'s^
listing of Braniff

ollows to keep looking and GOOD LUCK!

**************
game in buying that expensive added seating, without
the real passenger growth to fill those seats.
Newhouse is of the opinion that Pan tsr\. Eastern
and Western may follow Braniff's path to eventual
bankruptcy due to exessive expansion of seating
capacities.

****** *******

Some say that the Martin airliners weren't u
successful as the competitive Convair 240/340/440
series, either in sales or performance.

a

Still th

s
Available for trade--British Concorde menu. This
IS a beautiful menu with the British Airways crest
on the cover and a British Concorde in flight. The
back of the menu contains a flight certificate. If
you would like to trade for one of these collector
Items, write Paul Collins, 3381 Apple Tree Lane.
Erlanger, Kentucky 41018.

e

S'

* * * * * * * * ************** 17* * * * *
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"Passengers", by Thomas G. Foxworth and Michael J.
Laurence, published by Doubleday, S17.95.404 operated in the money for such airlines as

Eastern, TWA, Piedmont and Southern, and operates
in the money for at least two commuters today. L. -
Hurley's monograph gives us both sides of the story
so that we may more accurately judge this important
airliner for ourselves.

Dick
Passengers get little attention in this tour-

de-force aviation novel surely one of the most
gripping ever written, yet they are never far from
the reader's mind since the story's essential theme
is that "acceptable risk" factor that'passengers
don't hear about. Anders is a young pilot on his
first flight with a revolutionary jumbo jet when,
through some mysterious construction flaw, the
plane develops an uncontrollable tremor approaching
New York. Ander's efforts to ground the plane and
institute a public inquiry meet with blank rejec
tion, then threats on his life: the manufacturer
has a loan extension hearing coming up, and the
airline, in the face of stiff foreign competition,
has staked its future on a "Big Season" service to
Europe. Things come to a shattering climax as
Anders, due to pilot the plane on its inaugural
Big Season flight, makes a frantic bid to abort
takeoff by means of a secret adverse report on the
plane's performance sneaked out of West Germany.

Mr. Laurence is a screenwriter, Foxworth an airline

pilot and the author of "The Speed Seekers." (Mr.
Foxworth is also a member of the WAHC.)

**************************

#

***************************

THE MODEL SHOPFLY YOUR OWN 747

If you or your kids got an Atari 400 or 000
home computer for Christmas, Thorn/EMI Video Games
has one of the most accurate flight simulators
available for it called "Jumbo Jet Pilot". This
simulation game comes in an easy-to-load ROM
cartridge that plugs into the left slot (like PAC-
HAN) on your Atari Home Computer. Using both the
keyboard and joystick you can taxi, take off, fly,
mavigate, maneuver and land your "747". The video
display shows most all of the key flight instruments
and a simulated view "out the cockpit window". As
you master daylight flying, you can choose a night
option and/or flying the "747" at higher weights.
To obtain this excellent simulation game check with
your local Atari retailer. Prices on this product
vary from $47 to $55, depending on the store.

**************************

by

Dave Minton

If you want to model the Short Skyvan or the
Swearingen Metroliner, you will have about four
choices, unless you scratch build. Listed here are
the possibilities known to me:

Airtec
Airtec
Airfix
Rareliners

Beyond these kits, you are pretty much on your own.
I have not seen any of the Airtec kits, which include
the Metroliner, the Merlin, the Short 330, and the
Short 360, so I will not comment on them, other than
to note that they are probably made of expanded foam,
and come with metal props and window decals.

Swearingen (metal props) $16 +
Short Skyvan (metal prop) $17 +

$ 6 +
$ 7 ♦

1/48
1/30
1/72 Short Skyvan (Olympic)
1/144 Swearingen (plus ATP)

*

NIODA

n

% V **4

at-*:

P.O. BOX 6283, BELLEVUE, WA 98008-0283RARELINERS
4.., .

The Airfix kit represents the S.C. 7. with the
I haven't built the

It is molded
Garrett TPE 331 turbo props,
model, but can make some few comments.
In soft white plastic and has clear parts, about 153

The plastic is notably soft,
There are a large

pieces all together,
so work carefully with It.

Sfet/uan -in thz colofi6 Sujmit KiAtinu,
Chzat -U tight g-teen ov?^. notjal. blue..fairchild-swearingen

METRO n
number of parts due to the inclusion of interior
detail, various types of antennas, and so forth.
For example, there are a total of eight pilot
parts. Two are military (for the Sultan'of Oman
markings), and six are civil (for the Olympic
markings). Of the six civil pilot parts, two are
bodies and four are arras. All of the cabin windows
are separate parts. This ends up giving you a lot
of parts.

NI3RA
The Olympic markings provided with the kit

are useable, but they are flat, a bit thick, and
slightly yellow. Alternate markings you could
make up pretty easily are Interstol (6-ASZJ), and
Summit (N70DA). You might also consider Hawaiian
Air (N371HA), using the Micro-Scale sheet, but you
will have to convert the model to a 330 series.
I have not tried the decals to see if they would

1/144 SCALE PLASTIC KIT

RECOMMENDED FOR THE EXPERIENCED MODELER

fit.
EIRPmE

EmpiRE

The Rareliners Swearingen, which I have built,
is pressed in 27 parts. There are no clear parts.
The kit is molded in black plastic and was made
using a low pressure process. This means, to you,
that the attachment points between the parts and
the trees are somewhat thicker than you are
probably used to, and you will have to cut them
away carefully. The plastic also seemed, to
a bit softer than most—this does not create
particular problem, but you will have to work
it carefully to assure no serious scratches i
the finish.

me,
any

n

Here are a few other assembly tips

NI03UR
Surface detail is very nicely done for the

most part. The fuselage, however, goes together
as four main parts, like a box. There are two
Internal horlzonatl reinforcers and one vertical
one. The horizonatal ones form the floor and roof
of the cabin interior and the vertical one Is at
the back of the cockpit, it is small and T-shaped.
The horizontal relnforcers are useful, the vertical
one only slightly better than useless. In my kit,
all of the fuselage parts were slightly warped.
I suspect this is a common occurrence. What it
means to you, the builder, is that you will use
more time and effort to assemble the parts. Glue
the fuselage in sections, to overcome the warpage,
and check constantly for any hint of mis-alignment,

particularly in the right angle between the floor
and roof, and the cabin walls.

28 INJECTION MOLDED PARTS

DECALS FOR 3 AIRLINES 7 N5476M

.

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE—$6.00 |
To begin with, you will have to drill the

holes for the landing gear parts. If you use a
pin for this process, do it before you paint, and
trim the excess pin flash away. Assemble the
horizontal tail parts with the tabs In the forward

TMIIIII|l|lil|||IIHHHHHHilnni,n„„,
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most possible location. There is some slight
problem with the alignment of the upper and
lower engine nacelle parts,
of this on the appearance of the finished model,
assemble the parts with the outside edge fitting
best, and fill and sand the interior seam. Do
all of this before you assemble the wings to the
fuselage. If you build the model in the Air
Oregon markings, the chocolate brown called out
in the instructions should match the chocolate
brown in the Air Oregon wording from the decal
sheet.

To minimize the effect

r
Scalewise, the model comes to 46 ft 06in in

span and 60 ft in length, compared to 46 ft 03 ind
in span and 59 feet 4% in length of the real air
craft. This is within the error of measuring the
model in 1/144 scale. The model appears to have
the early configuration of the Garrett Airresearch
TPE 331-3U-303 turbo props. About the only notable
error in outline is in the slope of the windscreen,
which may be just a tad too steep. All in all, a
nifty little model.

Decals are up to the usual excellent quality
of Rareliners, and provide for Empire (N103UR), Air
Oregon (N547M), and Rio (N13RA). In addition, ATP

has available a decal sheet for the model in the
old Southern markings. This is also an excellent
sheet. Both the model and the markings
available from ATP, Inc.

In the new goodies department, there are
several items to note.

World Airline Fleets 83 is on the market, and
it is Up to the usual standards. It is basically
in the same format as usual, but has a somewhat more

The cover photo nicely shows the
flag from merry old England, since it depicts an
Air Wisconsin British Aerospace 146.
getting bigger (and more expensive),
about World Airline Fleets Monthly,
exists. It has been replaced by Aviation Date
News, which basically follows the same format as
WAFM, but includes more frequent and complete
updates.

are

artistic cover.

It just keeps
Also, a word
It no longer

ATP'a neu) afteet tiiz Ra/ieZim'U Ueto is th^

(^inaZ coioK acherae noiu de.poAie.d SoctthcAn.

* VB

-

ABOVE: ATP’6 de.caZ Afieet CorvCimyUaZ AzAtine^ 707, Tki& 4heet ijictudes tivo
tcUt decaZ6 to on the, ReveZt OA AtA^tx modet. Att

ivtndou) and dooA moAiUng6 oAe included,

Tku photo ̂ houJ6 the new ATP EmptAe moAking6 appLied to the F-2S hit.
Ait moAhingit inctaded with decxii.

** * I ‘

m
^ BtLOil:

The RafitlintfiS Meto kit cornea with dzcals ^ofi tivitt
di^^eAent caAAi^AS as depicted he^e, Emp^e, Rio,
and AiA. Oregon.

ATP announces the following decals in the near
future: American Overseas, Alaska Golden Nugget,
Pan Am 727-200, and reprints of the Revell Pan Am
DC-7 sheet and the Eastern Connie sheet (originally
done by Scalemaster). There is also an Eastern
1/150 scale DC-3 in the works. And one final
correction from the last issue, the DHC-7 will be
injection molded (like the Swearingen) and not
vacuumed formed.

From ATP, Inc. came a couple of new decal
sheets, besides the one for the Swearingen. The
F-28 kit is now available, and I will give a com-
plfete review of it in a later issue. The markings
provided with it are Empire (or you can get it
without markings). The Empire sheet is extremely
nice, providing for both windows (which are decal,
since the fuselage is solid), and the wing walks
(which go in both directions). The instructions
provided with the model explain how to cut the
window decal for the correct spacing, depending
the version you build. Further, I have seen the

Wisconsin sheet for the Metro
U/144), and it too is excellent. All photos this
issue are courtesy of ATP, Inc., and we are thank
ful, since we were not able to complete ours in
time for publication.

on Finally, member Robert Hachman notes that the
following remakes of the 1/100 Nitto/Entes kits are
available from Hobby House Ltd., in Canada, at about
$20 (plus shipping) each. These are an Air Canada
DC-9 (probably the same 40 series), and a Pacific
Western, a CP Air, and a Nordair 737-200 (three
separate kits).

No one sent in anything for the modeling hints
section, so we will forgo it for this issue. We are
COUNTING ON YOU—THE READERS—TO PROVIDE HINTS AND
SUGGESTIONS ON MODELING. This is your chance to get
involved with the Club. We would also like to
receive photos of your models. The next issue we
will be featuring the Boeing 737, so send in some
nice pics of the 737s that you have modeled.

There are two corrections to the ATP review
Continental sheet is

pacxed with a cargo door (it was inadverently left
out of my review sample-see photo), and (2) the
Th! D Peoplexpress and Pacific Express,
me Pacific Express shet for the BAC 111 Is

currently available, and the artwork for the People-
express is also done. The Peoplexpress will provide
for both the 737-130 series, if you feel like
converting, and the new 737-200s coming from CP Air.

"A
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I have two cards from Switzerland of Crossair's
Metro--one an airborn view issued by the airline,
and the other a ground shot, from "Pro Blepmoos",
which I believe is a publisher in Bern. U.S. Metros
appear on two cards from Trans-Central, one from
Skyways, and one from Air Wisconsin, as well as

one from Pioneer. The latter is based on a magni
ficent photo by WAHC member Jay Selman of the

Jay also did
the photography for one of the Trans-Central cards.
A card of a Wings West Metro III is rumored to be

With regional carriers becoming
more image conscious, we can expect more cards of
the, "flying pencil" in the future.

One late note: American TransAir has issued
three continental size cards of their "new" 707.
Two are of the airplane itself, one is an interior
view.

aircraft over the Rocky Mountains.

in production.

m

Post Card Corner
by

Peter Black

Just received at WAHC Hq is a nice card of an
Air Canada 767. Also just received was a nice set
of Lufthansa cards which we will illustrate for
your enjoyment. Be sure to turn to this section
next issue when we will be featuring the Boeing
737. Until then, happy collecting.

BRITISH AIRWAYS ConcoA.de, onotheA BAituh PoAi O^^ce
coAd ̂ iued by the SAtstol Post O^^tce. CoAd Identi-
^ItA SWPR ISd,

Since the last issue of the LOG a number of new
cards have surfaced, and we have word of many more
coming in the next few months. Despite the world
economic situation, airlines all over are taking
delivery of new equipment, and new, "upstart" carriers

are appearing all over. Hopefully, this activity
will continue to produce a bumper crop of post cards.

sailing ship, a 1905 "Trimobile," and an 1830
horse drawn mail carriage. These are available
only in Bristol, and only in complete sets of the
four cards. Southampton has issued a card of an
Imperial Airways Empire flying boat over the docks
where another Empire boat is being loaded. I am
not sure ff this one is part of a set or not, but
it was issued by the Southampton Post Office. The
Bournemouth Post Office has issued a four panel
card showing scenes of the local airport, £AS Dart
Heralds, and a fourth panel an AW Argosy with its
nose door open. The post offices in Cornwall
have a four panel card which contains a British
Airways S-61 loading at the Penzance Heliport.
From the Liverpool area there is a card of an EAS
Dart Herald and a mail truck, which I believe is

part of a set, but I have not seen the other cards y
in this set. Finally, there is a card of a British
Caledonian BAC-111 at GAtwick being loaded with a
mail bag, and with a mail truck in the foreground.
This may also be a Post Office issued card, but
the back of the card gives no indication of this,
but shows it as having been published fay Murray
Ives. The best source of these cards would pro
bably be collectors in the UK.

7A1 include a British Caledonian
747 a Wideroe Dash 7, a Brymon Dash 7 and also one
of their Twin Otter, and Austrian DC-9-80, a new
Air Gabon 737, an Ecuatoriana 720B in the rainbow
color scheme, and a card of two Linjeflyq F-28s
flying in formation. British Airways is issuino

..f "British" titles to replace
h^c Airways" cards, and Delta Air Lines
has finally done away with their giant size three
pane cards. Unfortunately, its replacement is a
smaller version of the most recent giant card The
Air Tungaru airline issued 727, mentioned in a
previous issue of the LOG, was also used as a first

issued by the Republic of
Klnbat, on 18 Feb. 1982, so 1f yoo are unable to
get the card through usual channels, it might be
available from stamp dealers. Also used for a
first day cover is a ground shot of a Cargolux 747
D  3 Luxembourg 35F stamp issued 28 Sept, 1981

th!t the Kiribati stamp show the airplane
^^®se are most

unusual items. I have just received a set of 7
cards Issued some time ago by Chosonminhano alcn

anrn’^ /"'s is ?he Jlorth Korean alH^^r
of TU Iblf cards of IL-62s, two cards

tained Is cards can be ob-
tamed is through a person

and

who lives in Eastern

lZT.1 East Germany
the set, try to get it i ^  ̂ If you want
the Eastern B1

to answer a letter from

the

fa1le^^nrrin!se\^^: a^“?rorn=
one region of the UK Fnr a offices in only

o"r^r:k,r".“% T -'«-!^:n“’based
B

n trade from a collector in
never known this airline

the U.S. or Canadal

I haveoc.

ristol from Carriers built in

Ai4a‘;lS”„ir.rd?"Lj%Je^^t7e"r\-\?;^5s

\

●si
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PIOWEER'S ColoA^ut MetAo III, a photo by WAHC
mejnbeA Jay Setman. AtAtine -Uiue pAoduced by Aviation
WoAld.

CoAd a CROSSAIR UetAo iAAued by Pao BlepmooA.From the independent publishers. Editions PI
of France has several new cards including an
Air Inter Mercure (it looks like a large 737), and
a Caravelle of the same airline, plus several cards
of Lufthansa aircraft that appear to be made from
the same photos as several of Lufthansa's own
issues. Charles Skilton in the UK has produced a
card of a British Air Ferries Viscount in a new
color shceme, a land shot of a Cathay Pacific 747,
and a British Midland F-27. A private publisher in
Frankfurt has released a card of an Aerolineas
Argentinas 747 landing over an airport roadway
full of cards, and a card of Northwest Cargo 747
is due shortly. Aviation Color Photo has released
a nice card of an Air Liberia 737, and Aviation
World has new cards of a TWA 727-31 in its original
colors, a TWA L-1649A Starliner, a Trans World
Cargo 707 windowless freighter, and a TWA 767,
an Empire F-28 in their new color scheme, an Eastern
757, a Frontier OC-9-80, a Comair Shorts 330, and
an Air Afrique Caravelle HR and Ozark DC-9 is due
shortly from the International Airline Museum.

Not too many airlines have issued cards of
the Swearingen/Fairchild Metro. In my collection

Also

- j

7"

f

4' ,'l

   _ ‘

CENTKAI. UdUo III, till IntMmXioniU
AiAtine Museum.

%

CROSSAIR, a SiUii xigiomZ (ujitini, Uiuld thia nice
coA 0^ a MetAo, oua ^eatuAed oiACAa^t this issue.
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Apache Airlines, based at
Phoenix, Arizona, was
founded November 12, 1957●
It later took over
operations of American
Airlines’ route between
Douglas-Bisbee and Tucson.

Solar
Airlines, i

~^ache ~^rline%

hd the
of Airline
Schedules

nc.

PHOENIXTUCSON
FT. HUACHUCA

DOUGLAS ● BtSBEEP. O. Sox 991
Pecot, Taxoi

-I 4BY GEORGE CEARLEY Phones
TE 7-2377
74^-3506

FL 2-1009
JU 6-3472
lO 3-2280

447-2301
623-7070

LA 7-3300

ALPINE
ARTESIA
DALLAS
KERMIT
MIDLAND
PECOS
ROSWELL
WINK
FT. STOCKTON

PECOS

-u.

The entire schedule article is devoted to commuter airline schedules* FAST

PASSENGER S. FREIGHT SERVICE

EFftCTivc sepitMsefi ).

m 447-2301

QbingyOurM^^ JAL
WINK LA 7-3300

MARFA
Solar Airlines, based at Pecos, Texas,
operated between Dallas, West Texas,
and Eastern New Mexico in the early
1960’s.

ALPINE TE 7-2377A//mys MONAHANS
WINK U 7-3300

FLIGHT SCHEDULEDALLAS

KILLEEN

AUSTIN
HOUSTON EXCEPT SATURDAYALL FLIGHTS OPERATE DAILY

SAN ANTONIO

SOLAR AIRLINES

FLIGHT SCHEDULES — EFFECTIVE MAY 1, 1964
.CORPUS
'ICHRISTI

ALPINE TE 7-2377; Artesia 746-3506; Dallas FL 21009; Kermii JU 6-3472, Midland LO 3-2280; Pecos 447-2301,-
Roswell 623-7070; Wmk LA 7-3300,

Phonss:

BROWNSVILLE

SOUTH and WESTBOUND — Read DownNORTH and EAST BOUND — Read Down

Fit. No. Fit. No.Fit. No, Fit. No.Fit. No. Fit. No.Fit. No.Fit. No,FLIGHT TIMETABLE 120 130100131 no121m101
1' PM PMAMPM PMAMAMAM

FUCHT
timetable

ABILENE
AUSTIN DALLAS

FORT WORTH
HOUSTON

LONGVIEW! KILGOREIGLADEWATER
MIDLAND j ODESSA

SAN ANGELO
SAN ANTONIO

TYLER

5:30Dallas, Tex. 5:30L6:40Roswell, N. Mex. L

Midland, Tex. 9:57 7:20L7:00Artesio, N. Mex.
Artesia, N. Mex. L

A
EH*ctiv, January 1, 1971 7:05r

Kermit, Tex.
Wink, Tex, *
Jal, N. Mex.

1! 7:40
7:50

10:15
10:17

7:40A 7:453:007:20Presidio, Tex. L
L 7:50 7:50

3:287:45Morfo, Texas
Marfa, Texas

A
Monahans, Tex.
Monahans, Tex.

10:25
10:27

A 8:003:307:50L
L 8:05

3:388:00Alpine, Tex.
Alpine, Tex.

Am Pecos, Texas
Pecos, Texas

A 10:38
10:40

8:053:408:05LEffective February 1. 1970 L 8:10

4^4:04R. Stockton, Tex. A
Ft. Stockton. Tex. L Ft. Stockton, Tex. A

Ft. Stockton, Tex. L
10:55
10:57

8:204:068:20

riS Airways was founded in 1967 in Killeen, Texas, by Mark and T. C.
as Hood Airlines, operating between Ft* Hood and Dallas and

**^J'tial operations were with Beach 18 aircraft with the
fl service being July 1, 1967. In 1969f Rio Airways,

commuter, was merged into Hood, but the Rio name was
fl nH broader appeal* For a considerable time Braniff

ft snared terminal space at D/FW and provided connecting traffic
xo one another* Rio purchased Davis Airlines December 1, 1977●
lexas, based at Fort Worth Meacham

Air
Field, operated in Texas a decade

4^ 4"4:268:30APecos, Tex.
Pecos, Tex. Alpine, Tex.

Alpine, Tex.
A 11:17

11:20
8:404:288:35L

L 8:45

8:35 4:48AMonahans, Tex.
Monahans, Tex. Morfo, Tex.

Marfa, Tex.
A 11:30

11:35A 8:558:40 4:50
#

L
L 8:55

Vw
Kermit, Tex.
Wink, Tex. *
Jal, N. Mex.

Presidio, Tex, A 12:005:008:45 8:50 8:50A
Y-9:00 5:038:50L

Artesia, N. Mex. A
Artesia, N. Mex. L

7:20
7:259:23 5:30Midland, Tex. A aLw

26 ago* Roswell, N. Mex. A 7:4510:5010:50ADallas, Tex,

27L
.4
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Ountr flights jvailihJe around

iny dcMinaiioA.

For mfonnaiioo <onucr

Gerwral OAcn in San Aotonio.

CoUccT calls

the clock

Another Texas commuter, Southwest Airlines,
was founded in San Antonio, Texas, January
7, 1965. It later ceased operations in
1967 and is not associated with the present
day Southwest Airlines based at Dallas Love
Field.

Oairlou
Lf/^es /A^-

\|

SOUTH CENTRAL AIRLINESTRANS Am LINES FUGHT SCHEDULEn

UU TRAMS Am UHS$m:

AlMandrii, Li...

Baton Roufa, La.

HouRia, La

Lafayatta, La

Laka Chart,,, La,

Shrvvaport, La...

Monro,, La

Morgan City, La..

N,« Orlaana, La.

Oiralouui, La...

Rutlan, La

!>, RI<Sd»r, La....

Houitsn, Taiai..

..442-4300

.3SS-8G77

UP9-35S2

.CE 2-4270

.477-3008

..631-1422

.FA 3-099B

..459-5323

..721-7681

..942-5080

,AL 5-1490

  9028

.OL 4-2619

DAILY SCHEDULED
SERVICE

Atlanta
Albany

-Vtaycross
Brunswick

The Golden Isles
Sea Island
SL Simon
Jekyll

SOUTHWEST
AIRLINES, INC. KERRVILLE

ASAN ANTONIO

THIFHOMt FOH YOUR RSSSRYA TIOHS

Tr«ni Air Linwt Central R«t«rval(en

Sarvie* wilt provldi confirmed maarva*

lions to any dastination

necting airline system.

TRAMS AIR iWiS

COMMAMOfR UMiR SIRVICC

Fly ths timaJaiiac Aaro Commander

»llh a proven record of entime depanda*

bihty. Eaperienced with miliiena of pas*

aengar miles. Trans Air I

ooricapt in air lranspertalierw200^

miie*per*hour flight schedulas In the

molt modatn luxuriously appomted ax*
acutiva erriinars.

Deity schaduled flights offar spead. eom>

fort and most convenient ar/tvali and

departuras.

●ny

offers a

SYSTEM SCHEDULE |
AND ROCKPORT,

CORPUS CHRISTI

NlASSENOEK FAEU
mcTTTi ituu i.ini

PORT ARANSAS
ALICE

SYSTEM EFFECTIVE -JUNE 24lh, 1963LAREDOTICUT omcK
.TAMW

.U04-MM

Clrt.H  TVLnM*

.ri i-iTi,

.C17-M77

Go ALL THE WAY By A/r
NOTES

● Flights 501 & 502 operate only from the first Friday in
June thru Labor Day Weekend. On Labor Day weekend
Fit. 502 will originate on Monday rather than Sunday.

●● Flight 301 will not operate on Saturday between the first
Saturday in June and the end of the Labor Day weekend,

t Flight 304 will operate only from the first Saturday in
June until the Saturday before Labor Day weekend.

SCHEDULE
8,, M,

fRlIDHT SlRVICl

Frdght b,tw„n poinl, 10<lb. Min

imum Chtrg,—54.00 p,r thlpmanl

SOUTH
CENTRAL

Every Pilot a
Million Miler!Un4»

IN YOUR
FLIGHT PLAN!

Air South was founded in
Atlanta in 1967*

South Central of Winston-
Salem operated in Virginia,
No. Carolina, So. Carolina,
and Georgia.SOUTHWEST AIRLINES. INC.. SYSTEM TIMETABLE

READ DOWN EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 1965 READ UP ^ ̂  MiUlHtlTwin Twin
Beech

Twin
Beech

Twin
Beech

Twin
Beech

TYPE OF AIRCRAFT mTwin
Beech

Twin
Beech

Twin
Beech

Twin
Beech

Twin
Beech

Twin
Beech

Beech LITTtI loot^/r Wisconsin / \●501 401 .* 301 /201 \101 FLIGHT NUMBER t304402 ●502302102 202 /ONLY
Friday

SERVING: ILLINOIS . INDIANA ■ MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA. WISCONSIN

Ex. onttmiLiEx. Ex. ONLY
Saturday

ONLY
Sunday

Ex. Ex.Ex. Ex.Sat. & Sun. DAILY Sat. & Sun. Sat. & Sun. _FR^UENCY
SAN ANTONIO

Sat. & Sun. Sat. & Sun.Sat. & Sun. Sat. & Sun.
5:30 P //472:00 P 12:45 P 9:00 A 8:45 A Lv ■HtrvimtiAr llrOOA 12:20 P 5:25 P 5:15 P 11:00 A 6:00 P2:20 P 9:20 A Ar muidiamT 1:Lv 4:55 P12:00 N

KERRVILLE2:25 P 9:25 A Lv Ar 11:50 A 4:50 P TRANS AIR LINES FUGHT SCHEDULfS
ifHcwc ocroaiR 3. isst

1:45 P 9:45 A Ar Lv 10:00 A 4:25 P 10:00 A
LAREDO2:00 P Lv Ar 4:10 P 9:50 A3:10 P Ar Lv COMXOI

tEAGLE PASS3:15 P Lv Ar I

ONE STEP
TO THE
WOR LD^

2:35 P Ar 3:35 P 9:15 ALv OtlUMX
ALICE MOuroM ntcscNT ftoincs

PffO^SCO ROUTES -a
880DOAJ82:40 P Lv 9:10 A3:30 PAr3:40 P 10:15A Ar 4:00 PLv

DEL RIO
10:30 A Lv Ar

2:55 P Ar 8:55 A3:15 PLv
CORPUS CHRISTI

Lv Ar
10:50 A Ar

North tnd WottbountiLv 11:00 A
I. Mo.EAGLE PASS I. Fit. No. Fit. >. Fn. Mo. . No. Fit.

9 >. fit. Mo. Ftt. Mo. FI1. No. Fit.910 13Lv 933«●>Ar6:20 P 0..fu
Ar Lv 5:10 P igtao 1?!456:25 P

6:40 P
ROCKPORT >:00

f0i4Movm#Lv :4SAr 5:00 P A
_Mp9t»G City A:07

Ar Lv 4:45 P ffaut*
WtOA fl OUM 12: };}? MS 4:10

6PORT ARANSAS 2:M
f .40:7-Ot ●I ArlS 1J;27 l:1S S40

9:3i
● :40
»:48A Kunie* 7.14* 4:38

«tJ7
U:4»* «;4S*

6SAN
ANTONIO IPA3SENQEW F4PPCI

Saa ABtoalo
i 9\a2 :CORPUS

CHRISTI
●● CadfLm
t_g_Ch*Mo

A 7;3lEAGLE
PASS

PORT
ARANSAS

ALICE 4:07
4;12

I 7:44 ?A47 ● :JODEL RIO KERRVILLE LAREDO ROCKPORT Al«antftU

ptRfdMr DDd
ran Poifc

:1A 9M
4.■OS 1:26$16.00 li??$ie.75 40 10:1,$16.39 $14.96 $ 7.00 $15.00$13.00 $15.00Alice A >2:40

13:4,$16.00
$18.75
$16.39

$ 4.96 NtlchnaerLu
_Na>ch»54h—

A$10.50 t;2S
<;30

1:80
Cofplii Chrlifl 8:32 te1:85

$ 4.96 UonroD
Moftfoa 8:18

$14.40 St0810 IDel Rio
«

HWtIOA
HuHoi>

?itOA
'■90 Si? 2:2$

2$ 6.0Q $14.00 ?:»5
7:90jqgle Pott 8hf*VtDDO

_HauHDn
:30$14.96 ?0«> 1:30 2:25 3:00 4:02$ 6.00 A 0:28 0:00$14.60 PASSENCCff ● AfR fRFlOHT ● U S. MAIL- SCHtOULC

EFFECTIVE MARCH 1, 1974

Ktrrville 8:00 0:00$ 7.00 ●●topi

$14.00 $14.60 iFFtcnct ocro*t» i it..
Laredo $13.00 $10.50 MeiwDdr 4i, rre«tiMMoi4*fi CoAfiri$14.40
Port Araeio, $15.00
Roekport $15.00

Trans Air, based at Moisant Airport,Air Wisconsin was
organized in Appleton,
Wisconsin, in 1965*

New Orleans,
Texas in the2i
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Safety Instruction Cards
BY

CARL REESE

I can't quite understand why the collecting of
airline safety instructions just hasn't caught on
among enthusiasts. Ti'.ey co,.e in every shape

story about famous master showman P. T. Barnum of
Barnum and Bailey Circus fame.

, size,
color, some plastic, some cheap xerox copies. I
would think that these cards would be among the most
sought after items among collectors for several good
reasons.

1950 - 1967

With the introduction of jet equipment, two
major changes occured: 1. The introduction of oxygen
systems. 2. A more technical approach to passenger
safety.Not the least being they contain technical in

formation about aircraft. They are on almost every
aircraft and almost every airline in the v;orld.

3 H their historical content
and their many changes

And we

over the years. Whether in
booklet, leaflet, or card form, safety instructions
can be an interesting hobby.

An early sign of the times was that KLM and
many other carriers added a second card to the seat-
pocket which explained passenger oxygen. These cards
supplemented a general "ditching" card that was used
by many carriers. In many cases, particularly out
side of the U.S. and Germany, floorplans and exit
operations would not be discussed for many years to
come. You would read that "exits would be operated
by crewmembers".History Through Safety Cards

dated 4/55 (Light paper leaflet with black and
This very early card was used for DC-4 and

It did not contain any ditching procedures.

UNITED "fleet card"
yellow highlights).
DC-6S.over Collecting safety cards for

cover which airline to dis-or aircraft was honored with
the very first printed briefing card

In the interest of saving money, many airlines
produced what collectors now call "fleet" cards.
These little creations used long fully-written
instructions, few illustrations, and the insane
practice of having every floorplan for every air
craft in the entire fleet in one brochure. This

obvious confusion for the infrequent flyer would
kill many passengers before the government would
force "fleet" cards off aircraft.

.
fsr/!A/D/i/70

STA/MOARD A/RWAYS
than I T'J collection are older
which Do nrtr h to follow indications
hav^beeJ cards must

^  ditching / overwdtcr” Droc6dures ^inro

gove™=„t law didn't requite c,rZ Ttul Jr\T
natioL^ r the long-haul inter-

Sse Sf iiJ! ‘‘"'‘ Produced leaflets explaining the
u in^VL ''t >= '351, JM was

9 a ditching card on the Constellations.

The 1950s

aOEING 707 IMPOBTANT INFORMATION!,● BOEING 707 IMPORTANT INFORMATIONr-
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During the introduction of new technoloqy, many
unique items can be found on safety cards: hand-held
(non-inflatable) escape slides, ceiling-mounted
escape slides on early Boeings and DC-8's, and even
erroneous exit configurations (such as National,
KLM, Viasa arid other DC-8 operators would only
show 2 overwing exits when there were four on the
aircraft.

M6AIMS OF EMERGENCY EVACUATION

pUiAfr
lAittvCtBRS l«tlV<T

ll IM tie*>T Wfild «r>
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amidst’^S: 3b'e“rL'b,f “used fear
cards was 1 approach to safety
approach tn toward reducing that fear. Comical
ed standards by today's accept-
vests arp f materialized with such quotes as "life

"no wet feet'^rwu" handsomely tailored
c an take to thrjt ’ procedure.. .so you
and "don't take ofT. "" ^
to inrMr ^ Clothes. You'll want

f^ose little
cards with iiist as^-^+ L-749 Constell at

e*v«*

A Eio inrei^n
1*8 to«Y nq

Probably the most classic error on early jet
cards was the illustration of, and use of, a solid
swinging door in the bulkheads between classes.
(You‘ can note them on United DC-8 and B-720 Jet
I'lainliner cards of the early 1 960s.) After
people died unnessarily in an accident at Denver
in a United DC-8, the bulkhead door was removed
as were the safety cards.

many

[ WHAT TO PO IN CAS€ OF €M6RGENCY LANDING ON WAT6R STANDARD AIRWAYS Boeing 707
(Yellow paper with red, black
and gold accents.) This card
was dated 1972 and is very unique
In its format. Unlike most
supplementals in those days.
Standard used its own style.
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I, _ . . . ● cards and soon

every U.S. carrier had a separate safety card for
each aircraft type and series.
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FOR yOUR SAFETY. Hn

dut o1 thi$ airplane foM Tne>e n *i'e*4a

any time a landmg is otne' than

uiarly wnen the airplane siructu*e is oamaye?
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how to
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FOR YOUR SAFETY, Know how (o move
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mova to the exits immediately. Do not go back forcoata. purees, or other personal items
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PL5ASS DO NOT REMOVE THIS CARD FROM AIRPLANE
UNITED C-720

between classes,
no.t the overhead
later door-mounted.

sol id bulkhead d
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oors
reverse side,

escape slides that were
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Below we have a TRANS-TEXAS Convair 240
card (white plastic with red and black
1ettering).
card v/as the DC-3 and therefore was a fleet
card deleted in 1967. Note the instructions
for hand-held slide operations.
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Above and left we have a
UNITED Caravelle card (printed
on white with black and red
printing). This was the last
issue of the Caravelle card
(2/70). Note the use of
inflatable si ides.
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1970 to the present

Enter graphic art, goodbye boring written in
structions! In the late 1960's many European air
lines experimented with reducing language barriers,
which resulted in the use of illustrations and

pictographs. In the early 1970's, a company named
Interaction Research jumped on the bandwagon by
using this concept of visual art by introducing a
new line of colorful (probably too much so) safety
cards called "Just in Case..." I believe that the
first airline to use these cards was North Central
on the DC-9.

# m
The Slide Collector

LEFT: TWA Constellation

"Ditching" booklet. (Several
page booklet with comical
illustrations and floorplan
of L-749. White paper with
black and yellow print.)
Please refer to the article
as this is the cover of the
card mentioned that is dated
February 1951.

by

George HamlinInitially the "Just in Case..." cards were so
dynamic by comparison with other safety brochures,
they soon caused a positive impact on cards through
out the industry. Soon many new colorful and
logically organized cards were the trend. In a change of pace this time, we would like to

take a short break from discussing the mechanics of
the hobby, as we have for several issues, in order
to consider our subject matter in a more general
perspective. It should be apparent that, at least
in the United States, the airline industry is very
different from the way it was only a few years ago.
The changes begun by deregulation continue today,
resulting in the production of many interesting
events for the enthusiast, and much consternation
within the industry.

Recent times have seen the creation of new
carriers utilizing large equipment on major
routes--something which, for all practical purposes,
had not taken place since the creation of the former
regional carriers (Piedmont, Frontier, Ozark, etc.)
in the early postwar period. On the negative side,
several carriers have failed, including Air New Eng-

^^and and Laker, while Altair recently filed under
^^thapter 11 and suspended operations. These events

are of interest to those of us who collect airliner
slides, as well as to the employees and creditors
involved directly, a fact which is illustrated by
the most notable demise to date, that of Braniff.
Because out part of the hobby derives its satis
faction from the accumulation and appreciation of
images, it is appropriate that we take a few muments
to comment on Braniff, from a slide collecting
point of view.

Braniff was, in many ways, an intensely
visual, as well as visible carrier, beginning
with the Mary Hells' inspired "end of the plain
plane" campaign in the 1960s. Whether you thought
that the mulitplicity of hues emblazoned on the
carriers aircraft was beautiful or, in the view of
others, caused Braniff to be ridiculed as the "jelly
bean" or "Easter Egg" airline, it was quite apparent
that the result was new and different, and, futher-
more, that it garnered lots of public attention.

Although the introduction of the two-tone
"Flying Colors" schemes in the early 1970s reduced
the number of livery variations to four, Braniff's
association with the bold use of color remained. A

greater proliferation of shades returned with the
change to the "ultra" look first seen in the late
1970s. Perhaps reflecting Braniff's increasing
stature and maturity within the industry, deep,
rich colors were chosen, set off with understated

striping and details, in an arguably elegant scheme.

Those events described above would, by themselves,

gain Braniff a spot in airline history for the creative
use of color, but the record should not be closed at

this point. Certainly not without mention, at least,
of the "Big Orange" 747s (actually, two different
schemes). What other carrier got such public re
lations mileage out of a single aircraft, in large
measure due to the paint applied to it? In an
even greater departure from traditional modes of
aircraft decoration, the two Calder planes come
to mind--the original, a DC-8-62 operated primarily
in the carriers Latin American division, as well as
the later red, white and blue treatment of. a 727-200
in honor of the U.S. bicentennial--one of the few

airline tributes to this event, by the way. The
Calder schemes probably were the most different
liveries ever applied to commerical aircraft, and,
although some found them offensive, they proved to
be excellent attention getters for Braniff, even
thought they did not carry the airlines name on
their sides!

In addition, many FAR's changed and therefore so
did safety cards. New cards appeared including
illustrations on fastening and unfastening of seat-
belts, baggage under seats, and direction flow of
evacuation off the trailing edge of wings from
window exits.

BELOW: Allegheny M-202.
This is a yellow plastic
card with "Occupied"
on reverse.Also during the 1970's, FAR Part 135 forced

commuter operators into carrying safety cards,
for the collector, a whole new spectrum of safety
cards appeared. Unfortunately, most were redundant.
Beechcraft, Cessna, Piper, DeHavilland, and Embraer
all produced poor quality stock cards for their
aircraft.

so

Nevertheless many unique examples of customized
cards appeared on carriers like Ransome, Cascade,
Air North, MVA, Horizon Air and others.

In 1980, another manufacturer of

"Cabin Safety
For the collector. Cabin Safety" cards are a gooo
starting point for the simple fact that they have
full color photographs of the
cover.

customized

aircraft on the

In addition to this veritable riot of color
during the last fifteen years of existence, Braniff
provided other odds and ends to enliven slide
collecting. What other carrier in this country
"rostered" Concordes, even if on an overnight basis,
with registrations added and removed at an inter
change point? How about N1803, the DC-8-63 which
operated in full Pan American colors and titles for
a time in the early 1970s, in conjunction with an
interchange service acquired in the Braniff-Panagra
merger?

ALLEGHENY AIHLINEi
EMERGENCY EXnS

Th* Martin AIrcrofi on which you ore traveling ii one of the tafeil

aircraft in tervice today. One of its safely features is its emer

gency exits which we
—Th

Id like to tell you obout,

are six emergency window exits, marked on the diogrom

below with black arrows. Each window hos on escope rope

in the upper frame or under the seol.

—The door at the reor of the cabin is ol

is marked on the diagram below with a gray arrow.

—The corgo door ot the front of the oircroft is also on emergency

the diog

This door hos on evocuotion slide. An escape rope it next to
the door.

emergency exit, It

exir. Jl ii marked below with a groy orrow.

The Problems of Collecting

Money, of course, r
cards for your collection,
ufacturing the cards for the airlines,
colorful the card, the more money per unit the airline
is paying. And heavy-gauge plastic cards? Need I
say more. The airlines don't send cards today
like they did in the past. Some, like British and
El A1 (not to mention Iran Air) scream security and
in one instance, BA wrote me saying they would
gladly send one sample of each aircraft card for

,^50 each (that's about $80.00 each!)

In closing this article, all that I ask is that
you spend a moment and really look at Safety Cards.
I'll guarantee that the bug will bite.

But not the cost of buying
It's the cost of man-

The more

A belated salute, then, to a carrier the likes
of which we may never see again. In an area of the
hobby where we often concern ourselves with minor

paint scheme variations, Braniff, with its cornucopia
of colors, certainly deserved our attention and, in
retrospect, our applause.

Braniff's passing suggests, also, that we
continue to appreciate and record the varied and

changing airline scene while we have the opportunity
to do so. As noted previously, other carriers have'
ceased to exist, and knowledgable observers of the

industry have predicted that several other major
carriers could fall by the wayside during the coming
months.
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The logical advice to the slide collector, then,
IS to get those shots that you want now, before any
such changes occur. Not only that first shot of
a new entrant's aircraft, freshly painted, at Its
former owner's maintenance base, but
in-service shots as‘well.

some everyday,

tKAPf
tOfI

IlKAH
●OH

I hope to write future articles on safety cards
by aircraft type or by airli ne. Would any of you be
interested in seeing a Safety Card for a Swissair
BACl-11 or an Eastern CV-640? "
buried in drawers for many aircraft that
operated. Keep reading the LOG and learn the many
hidden secrets of Safety Card collecting.

There are safety cards
never even

noot PLAN
MAITIN 10}

^ WIHbOW 1111

^ frOOl dirt

Of

.  Views which show a carrier
and equipment in their operating environment are
just as valuable in establishing a viable historical
record in later years as are those first roster shots.
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can be critical, as may be choosing the proper time

of day. such as in the case to avoid having bad
shadows cast by the horizontal stabilizer of "T"
tailed aircraft. Quality is rarelyaccidental in
either telephoto or ramp shots-; it is important to
judge the photographer's efforts on their own
merits, and not against an aribtrary and/or inflex
ible set of standards.

Slide Sellers

Aerophotos, run by Seymour Hills, offers listings
of original airliner slides for sale. Being located
in the same general area as Boeing seems to have its
advantages, as their most recent listing had new
767s and 757s in both manufacturer and customer

Seymour's address is:liveries.

0
LEFT: The colo^^uZ cuA-

cAa^t attAacte.d attention
(A)h^e.vzA tkzy iandzd. Hqaz
we aee N9709C, a vtAy nicz
Lockhzzd eizUAa.

did cAzatz a pAoblzm ^OA
tnz modzlzA—thoX pziky
w/tcie iAim oAoand thz
MindoiM.'

WAHC ^iZz photo.

Photos

This issue, in accordance with the commuter
carrier features, we are including several examples
of some of the industry's smaller carriers, as well

Thanks to those who have
Please continue

as a "new entrant" or two.
heeded our requests for material,

Aerophotos
3013 20th Avenue West
Seattle, Washington

R

98199

to submit interesting shots--new or old--for possible
use in the LOG. We also are interested in any

suggestions you have about the content of the
column.

Tell them the LOG sent youl

I
I

an enthusiasts point of
view, that we are now experiencing one of the most
fascinating periods in the entire history of the

possible, maybe
probable, that this will change, as many have
predicted that either a sorting-out process or the

win shrink the number of carriers i
and industry maturity will cause a
in the number of new entrants
also seems clear that there
craft types, as the airframe busi
a similiar

even

n the industry

new air

ness goes throughprocess

principal features of the aircraft, including paint
scheme, in good detail.

As access became more difficult, however, photo
graphers without ramp access often resorted to tele
photo lenses, and, in the process, introduced
other views which supplemented the "full side"
standard. (Mote that we are discussing "record"
type shots here; artistic creations are another
matter entirely).

CUl) '● ' I -t●T.T-J5!
" r. -»v i'.

'  t y
,

similiar decline
At the same time, it

will be fewer

¥ ^ b

r.  . While many collectors found these
variations to be acceptable, and even Interesting,
others have no desire to change from the originalapproach.

ASOt/E; Noticz iomzthing di^^zAznt about thz tail oi
this People Exp-'ieaa 737? As a ^oAziczlZ gzstuAZ,
sincz thz aiACAa^t lAXU Lufthansa's last 737-130,
zyzs and tzoAS lOZAZ apptizd to N417PE along with
tiiz standoAd paint sche/nz. We undzAStand that thzij
wzAZ not pZAmanznt, which makes this a hoi at WewoAfe
by AdAian Smith all thz moAZ intzAzsting and valuablz.

.

Ramp Shots and Other Views

ASOUE; Soutiiwzst cuAAZntly is leasing this 737 fno
TEA of Belgium. Photo by RobzAt Possum, Ja. at
Valias Love Field.

m

From our point of view, both the traditional
ramp shot and other types have a place in collec
tions of airliner slides. As stated in the previ
section of this column, having both detail

ous
,  . . and action

views of similiar subjects will enchahee a collection
in the long run. The ramp shot, with its crisp
detail, could be invaluable in detailing a contest
quality model. Similarly, an enlargement of one
of your favorite subjects in action might make an
impressive decoration for your home of office wall

I

widely, we felt tharmenf-'^ ontinues to be discussede Ten: tnat mention here is warranted.

For those who have become
only recently, perhaps
and describe what the

active in the hobby
we ought to digress briefly

issues are

Please do not get the impression that
opposed to ramp shots, because we are not.

we are
Even

If we preferred other types to the exclusion of the
traditional 50mm, there is no reason for us to
attempt to impose that view on others.. First, and hv

X*l.TXXIf^

m
We also feel that a futher comment with reaard

to this subject in the context of selling slides i
in order. Here, the ramp shot (or at least "full
side" telephotos) probably will continue to be thp
standard, since quality can be judged easily and
they can be described and sold accordingly Good
ramp shots deserve respect, just as excellence
achieved in any mode of slide shooting does Whiio
It may be easy to recognize the skill required to
obtain a good■ "panned" shot of a moving subiert
outstanding ramp shot may have presented challLes
to the photographer as well. Location and timiSf

1S

an

airliners often cou^r^f^ho?* ?^phXuS ^low fence separating photoaranLr ^

w

in addition, this of^^J^fSgrarh

hen
ABOUE; Thz populaA BandziAantz is in use withPhil Glatt shot tiis AltaiA VC-9-30 on a■\B0VE:

jiaining flight at PAovidznez, Rhode Isiand on
SzptzmbzA 4 of This yeoA.

many
EuAopzan commutZA coAAizAS including AIa LittoAal.
Gianluigi PaApani's photo shows F-GVCl at Uitan
in Jane.
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La^ Vega^ A^plines

Now...
United to

Houston and
Phoenix

' /

STICKER CHATTER
by

wDon Thomas

unrreD airuhes

The convention in June was great for meeting
old friends again and gaining new ones, as well
as gaining new labels from all over, and spreading
around lots of the old ones I still have.

Hems and gang from England was there, including
Barrie James, also Hr. & Mrs. Dave Prins from

Holland, A1 Barnes, Don Lussky, Bill Stubkjaer,
Wayne LaPoe, Paul Collins, Bruce Drum and Brian
Gustafson from Miami, Glen Sweeting and Ron Davies
from NASH in D.C., Peter Rentz from Germany, Stan
Baumwald, Paul Dinger, George Cearley, Gene Hooker,
Jon Proctor and Peter Black from the card factory,
and Tom Dragges, interested in another type of
cards. Also on hand, our favorite dealers in
aeronautica, Earl and Fred Wellman from Florida.

Sorry I missed the banquet, but had to leave early
for trip to Australia. I camped out there in
the uninhabited wilds of Queensland for a month,
discovering and photographing aborigine cave art
sites. Spent an additional two weeks in Papua/New
Guinea in the rain forests catching butterflies
and another two weeks in the tablelands and National
Parks of Australia and Hawaii.

Fred

Well, now to the business at hand._  . . Illustrated
tor you is one example of a new post card release
from England. This is one of six collectors cards
which are printed on colored stock with a very
nice decorative border. Included in this #1 set
entitled "AIRLINE" are "Night Flying" (Maddux
Airlines); A Latecoere airliner (1913) Spain/
France/l-’orocco; QANTAS first office 1921; Jack
Knight in cockpit; and woman in flying gear on a
London-Paris run in 1922. Artist is Jack Follows.
i>et #2 is now in preparation. Price is $3 per set
or two sets for $5. Address to Ray Lewitt, 72

Humberstone, Leicester, England
Ltj 1HW *

UNITED's label to Houston and Phoenix is
Not sure where it was issued--can anyoneshown,

who works for UNITED get 100 of them? UNITED
also has a long type BIL which comes in blue or
light blue with a shiny surface, in addition to
the regular long type with dull surface and
place for name and address on the right instead
of the left.

Pat McCollam, now working for ALASKA AIRLINES,
sends in their new 50th Anniversary label. See
ll ustratlon. YOSEMITE AIRLINES, based 1n Columbia,
Ulifornia has a nice little golden label.with
black lettering, and LAS VEGAS AIRLINES has a
small black
for you.

on green label that we have illustrated

REPUBLIC has two types of the long labels.
One is blue onviwhite and the other is green and
blue on white.Dozens of new labels are coming, especially

from foreign airlines. DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT as
a beautiful AIRLINERS INTER

NATIONAL LA 82 label. These will be scarcer than
the 80 and 81 labels. We picture it so you can
see what you missed if you couldn't make the
vention.

con-

BOemt. £\JPEK 73*I'200
DELTA has an orange label with black letter-
"FLY DELTA'S/NEW WIDE RIDE/TriStar/DALLAS/mg,

FT. WORTH/ATLANTA". Orange comes out black when
xeroxed so we won't try to illustrate it.

3S
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ground; and TUNIS AIR, red background. Also
watch for new printings of THAI INTERNATIONAL
in a darker orchid background, and CHINA AIRLINES
with different print on the fuselage. Another
new A-300 is AIR INDIA on white background.

The WORLD AIRLINE HOBBY CLUB, as well at the

AEROMAUTICA & AIR LABEL COLLECTORS CLUB, belongs
to the AEROPHILATELIC FEDERATION OF THE AMERICAS
(AFA). The A&ALCC publishes the AIR TRANSPORT LABEL
CATALOGS. (See the Fall issue of the LOG for
details.) However, these catalogs should not be
ordered thru the home office of AFA in Illinois.
Orders now should to go: CATALOG, 5112 S. Pointe
Drive, Inverness, Florida 32650, where Fred
Wellman will handle orders for both the 1982

revised North American edition for $10 postpaid,
and for the other volumes of the catalog.

CAAC, the red Chinese airline, has two
varieties of their round label featuring the
Boeing 747SP.
airline, also has two round labels with blue

background, one for Boeing Super 737-200 and
the other for the Boeing 727-200. AIR ORKNEY
is a new airline flying to the small bleak islands
off the Scottish coast.

New BILs shown are from TENNESSEE AIRWAYS,
AIR KENTUCKY AIRLINES, HORIZON AIRLINES, GOLDENGATE
AIRLINES, and CAPITOL New long type BILs include
WESTAIR, CAPITOL AIR and ALTAIR, JET AMERICA and
GOLDEN GATE AIRLINES.

TAME, the Ecuadorian domestic WINGS & THINGS'I

#'

by

L. KoranRichard

Mention should be made of the series of labels
sold at the convention at one table. These were
printed in Japan and are not official airline

labels, but were meant to be exhibitied in glass
or plastic decorative mounts and were sold as
such by the manufacturer. Airlines printed were
TWA, REPUBLIC, UNITED, NOW, WESTERN, ALOHA, PAN

and FLYING TIGERS (2 variations). Foreign
lines included IBERIA, AIR FRANCE, CP AIR, OANTAS
LUFTHANSA, ALITALIA, SINGAPORE, ALL-NIPPON TDA ’
CATHAY PACIFIC, AND BRITISH AIRWAYS (2 ’

AM,

variations).

"Flagships" of the reference 1 ibrary—Airlines ofl;^
United States Since 1914 and A History of the World's

Annual editions of the Airline Hand Boo_k

provide names of carriers, a short history, and an
The Observer's World Airlines

Airl ines.

address to write to.

Fuel cost is not only changing the way of life
fo everyone in the free world, but it is also rev
olutionizing the air transport industry. It is easy
to understand why air transport deregulation has
caused such a change throughout the world. Who
would ever have throught that a leap in fuel prices
and airline deregulation would help the collectors
of airline memorabilia--wings included.

Our modern system of air transportation in the
United States is really not that old and now with
new airlines appearing--and disappearing--at a seem
ingly^ rapid rate, the collector has his hands full
trying to acquire those items that interest each
of us. Around the world it is the same—new carriers,
new names, new logos.

Incidentally, the A&ALCC has a New Issue
Service for baggage labels, BILs, airmail labels,
airline post cards, etc., whatever we receive in
sufficient quantity to mail to all members of
NIS. Anyone who works for an airline or can get
100 of any baggage sticker, BIL, or postcard to
distribute to our membership, should mail them
to Don Thomas, 1801 Oak Dreek Drive, Dunedin,
Florida 33528. Material from the smaller airline

and foreign carriers, and new material from the
larger airlines is requested. In return we can
send whatever new labels we have on hand, or
old labels, foreign or domestic, if you prefer.
Information on joining the various AFA Clubs and
the NIS will be sent if a SASE is sent to me,
Don Thomas, at the address mentioned above.

and Airliners Directory by Green and Swanborough

provides history and good reference data. Try to
acquire the annual report of the Regional Airline
Association (Regional/Commuter) for a great list

Flight International

magazine, a weekly from the U.K., has annual issues
'Jevotod to world airline and commuter airline dir
ectories that are extremely helpful and inexpensive.
Access to Exxon's Aviation News Digest will keep

Aviation Week magazine by

of names and addresses.

you up-to-date, too.

th.t out

INDUSTRIE IS still ahead in producing their
attractive series. Latest seen are the A-Vn
for LUFTHANSA with yellow background; MEA
with red background; and ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES with
white background and blue airplane. New A-300s
are: VASP and VARIG of Brazil, both yeHow bacL

subscription or at your local library can be a
terrific source for background material as well
as two other fine magazines. Air Transport World
and Airline Executive. The World Aviation Directory
would be the best for names, position, and addresses
provided the volume you are using is current.

R.E.G. Davies wrote in his book, Airlines of the
ited States Since 1914, of the growing airminded-
ss of the American public during the late 1930s as

^popularized by the success and growth pf the es-
Small communities with popula-tab!ished airlines,

tions counted in a few thousands, rather than tens
hundreds of thousands, began to consider themselves

The motivation of the 1930s
or
worthy of air service,

With the growth in the industry, too, various
patterns of wings are emerging. In future issues
of the LOG, I will attempt to provide information
that will help when it comes to identifying the
source and/or manufacturer of a particular wing
or badge. He already recognize some of the hall
marks like LGB-Balfour, Green, Jostens, Bond-Boyd
of Toronto, Luke and so on. There are many more
that I plan to cover in future LOGs, too. Then, we
have the wings that look like the Balfours and the
Jostens. Some of these are good and some are bad
imitations—and some perhaps made by the Balfours
and the Jostens but are not hallmarked. A new

line of wings are also being produced in Florida,
I believe the Ft. Lauderdale area--the small

modern pattern we've seen lately, with a pin back
and the round plastic-like logo center. This
company is producing a line of wings that are
inexpensive to the carrier and reasonable to the
collector.

TENNESSEE AIRWAYS

for increased air travel was the same that led to
the establishment of the pioneer airlines ten years
earlier.

By the middle of the 1940s even more airlines
began operations. Many of those early feeder
airlines we ar already familiar with--Pioneer Air
Lines (Dallas), Monarch Air Lines (Denver), 'West
Coast Airlines (Seattle), Trans-Texas Airways (Houston),
Piedmont Airlines (Winston-Salem), Wisconsin Central
Airlines, Ozark Atn Lines (St. Louis) to name just
a few. If this sounds familiar, we only have to
look at the growing commuter and regional airline
industry today. Evolving from their early days
as small, non-scheduled carriers termed "air
taxis", the commuters have grown with the changing
way of life of the air transport industry in the
free world today. Latest figures show over 400
scheduled commuter and third level passenger and

cargo carriers operating throughout the world. And
for those of us with a perchant for collecting

goodies" that means there's a lot of stuffairline

Counl'y

7Wl
Ainbassador

Phonies are also on the market--one showed up
at my place. A National Captain's wing (sun face
with the star and wreath) used during the last few
months of their existence that is not finished as

well as the original that I have. The polished
surfaces are not what they should be and there are
pock marks in the surface which is indicative of
an inexpensive production method. The two screw
backs were also improper--which, in my estimation,
is the case with the whole wing. Anyway, in the
next issues of the LOG I will discuss the various

means used to produce wings, accompanied by photo-

BAGGAGE ID. TAG
NAWt

Mouent

out there*.
AODStS"

OOMJCIIIO

cnTTTnr
CIUOUVPAIB

To help us "out there", here's a quick review
of reference books and magazines that will help
^nv airline enthusiast. The printed word will

^irve to guide us to the "who's who" and the "where
.s it" to go to get the wing or badge we want .for

The two Davies books are theour collections.

NAME

<●(^ GoldenGate airunbAOOnEss

CITY
00 FORU Ml 0KH»ei-I04

STATE, PHONE NO.,
BAGGAGE IDENTIFICATION - ATTACH TO LUGGAGE
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them. Also, as mentioned before, please feel free
to write and share your good fortunes in wings, and
badges with photos. Always nice to hear your
comments and criticisms. Suggestions on future
articles are welcome also. With that, keep the
blue side up--and the wheels out of the treesl

graphs if all works out well. I have hopes that
the Balfour folks will cooperate with some of
their expertise.

My photos for this issue, of the LOG show some
of the differences over the years in wings used by
the regionals and the commuters. I hope you enjoy

SiTn'i'r r-- - <1

#

I - ■

PHOTO 4 and 5: PIOWEER AIR LINES—Founded oa EaatuA,

one 0|J thz new aecond Zzvzt zom^zm> in 1939.
Sa&pzndzd iZAvitz due to objZction&. Bacfe
in 1945 06 a ̂ zzdzA aiAlinz and bzamz PionzzA in
1946. PionzzA mzAgzd into ContinzntaZ in 1955.
Tha, mng {Photo 4) t6 thz ̂ iA6t and ho6 a gold
iini6h. Photo 5 dzpict6 thz 6Zcond wing u6zd by
thi6 zoJity 6zcond IzvzZ aiA coMAiZA. Thi6 pattZAn
camz in u6zd oAound 1952. Thz wing i6 6iivzA uoith
a Azd, lohitz and bZuz znamzt czntZA.

PHOTO 3: SOUTHEAST AIRLINES—Thi/, uUng m6 thz

6Zcond u6zd by thz now dz{,anct caAAizA. Thzy
u6zd to 6ZAvizz point6 in FloAida and thz Sahajno6.
Thz wing i6 goZd ^ini6h with a Azd czntzA. Thz
f,Zag6 1X6 z Azd, whltz and bZuz.

PHOTO 1: PROl/INCETOWN-BOSrOW AIRLJNES-A 6zhzdaZzd
commatzA with ^Zight6 in Mo66azhu6ztt6 and FLo.'u.da
(ua^g NapZz6 AiAZinz6, a division o^ PBA). Thz
Zatz6t 0^ PBA wing6 i6 thz BoZf^ouA pattZAn in goZd
with czntzA done in bZaz, whitz and gold.

.ts ●.

SOUTHERN AlRliSA'iS—BzJUzvz thiL to be
GoZd w-cng with bZuz

AIR WISCONSIN--Tfi^ i6 thz zompany’6 {iAJ6t
Only 6ix 0(5 thi6 typz WZAZ made. It it aZZ

PHOTO 12:
thziA iiA6t 6tyZz wing.
znamzZ czntzA with goZd ZzttZA6.

PHOTO 11:
wing.
6iZvzA witii a pin back.

P OTO 2: ROMLE AIRLINES--Sc.heduXed commute.'i 6ZAvic.z
be^een pox^ in Louisiana and Hou6ton IntZAnationaZ
Awpont. SlZvza wing with Azd, puApZz and whitz
znamzZ Logo.

PHOTO 6: JET AMERKA--AnothzA 0(5 thz nzjwcomZAS to
thz oiAZinz induttAy. A poZishzd goZd (finish on thz
wing with ^Zat bZack backgAound.

■  'M ●'* c

X

t
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PHOTO 16: CHICAGO S SOUTHERN AIR LINES-Tfiia coAAizA
OAiginaZZy founded in 1934 as Pacific SzabooAd

AiAZinZ. HoZdzA o^ thz noAth-south Mississippi
VaZZzy Aoutzs. CovZAzd Aoutzs ^Aom thz GAzat
Lakzs to thz GaZ{i Mexico. Awarded Nzw OAlzans
to Havana Aoutz by PAZSidznt TAuman. UnabZz t^
suAvivz indzpzndzntZy and mzAgzd into VzZta AiA
Linzs in 1955. W-cng is siZvZA.

wasi PHOTO 7: PACIFIC SOUTHWEST AIRLINES—One thz
^iASt intAa-statz aiA coAAizAS. Founded in 1945
as a ^ixzd-basz and chaAtzA opznatoA in SAN.

In 1949, PSA began SZAvicz bztwzzn cuclzs tn Catci-
OAnia on a schzduZz. PSA now fuia szAvicz outsidz
0(5 Cati^oAnia sincz dzAZgixZation. Thz wLng pattZAn
dzpictzd has been done in goZd [2nd .uaue) and in
sitvzA (3/td L.4Aue). The (liAst wing uaea goZd with
6omz gAZzn znamzZ.

i,
i  I I>

photo 9: PINEHURST--NOW dz(,anct, this oiAlinz's
wing has a potishzd finish with a black backing
in thz logo.

PHOTO S: FLORIDA AIRLINES-OAiginally io'imzd in
1945 as Florida AiA Taxi, began scheduled opzAations

A.n 1966; suspended opzAations in 1960.
42
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/ ' ● ‘ ● . . . r '● ■' , IVV,v-h AIRirA/ES--fotmded ^

O^oma and Merged F/io«iteA
Phoio 73 d^p^cii ^he ^ype

oj ^g uied fa t/ ih^ company. The ^
a»^ a moAoon ctnieA and iltveA lUtzu. Photo J4
■u thz 4econd type uujig tued and t& tHwi The
^  “'^3 u.ed fay Cen^

2fcrc.E.NXgy
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JUNE 16*18, 1983WHAT'S CQUIKG

We aAZ planning 6omz fizalty nice. i&&uei
the LOG ^on the coming yeofi. The Spaing 7943
i&^ae wiZZ ieatwie the Boeing 737 and Piedmont
KUitine^. We wilt al&o be ieatuoing the ^taee
cuApoatb that &eave Washington, P.C. The ^oltouy
ing issues ^oa 79S3 wilt see the likes o^ hie
Lockheed L^IOll, the 8AC 7-77, Aome 0(J the i-UiSt
aiKcaait to paouide ”aialine" seAuice. Atong
uicih these aiAcJux.it we wilt be ieotuaing such
oiAlines as Mohawfe, United, TWA and the oiAtines
oi CentAot and Souhi Ameoica.

Jim "JET" Thompson has volunteeaed to become
ouA KiApoat editoA. Jim has tAaveted acAoss thcA
countAy and visited just about eveay oiApoAt you
can name. In addition he knows wheAe and when to
take the best photos. We can stoat looking ioa
"Jets" aepoAts in the next issue oi the LOG.

The suAvey being taken on the aevease side
0^ the J9S3 membeAsfvcp Aenewal ioom wilt give the
staii oi the LOG some idea oi what you, the Club
membea, wishes to see in the LOG. We will tay to
pAovide the mateoial that you aae requesting,
you wish to see any poAticuloA aaticle appear in
the LOG, drop a line and we will try to iuliill
your request.

STOUFFER’S
NATIONAL CENTER HOTELAVIATION MAGAZINE

Adjacent to Washington National Airport, Alexandria, Virginiali prop engine aircAait are your "thina" then the
l^aecne you « "reOPaWK” tctS^ge aSef

Pocteda, U5/Ca^da

^eet ToAAonce, &.
tell them you Saw it in th

Yo

4374 W. 23«th
Be Sure to

e LOG.

u
>9

Absolutely Everything for the EnthusiastU

For details, write: Mr.R.E.G. Davies, Chairman
P.O. Box 588
Bladensburg, MD 20710 USA

AVIATION WORLV,

co^ ^OA the oiAtoie memorabilia collector.^Theyi»<r««Ar,o«AL Aium poIt-
and iniormation. Write them ioa a catalog



Last we have the maple leaf logo cards that were
issued In two different printings,
logos on a black background while the other has gold
  logos on a white background. The black/gold card was

Hw' used in the late 1960s to about 1972. From 1972
until the present, the white/gold card has been used.
The box has been changed a few times over the last
ten years, but not the cards.

If you have seen any new cards please send in
a sample for the Club records. We still need to have
samples, either single cards or complete decks, of
many airline cards. We especially need cards from
carriers foreign to the United States. Your help
will be greatly appreciated. Until next issue,
happy collecting.

One is with gold

BRANIFF INTERNATIONAL

ine Pla 0 TRADING POSTs
Ticket Folders

Bag Tape
Coffee Cups
CiBOper Stickers

Timetables
Posters

Bag Tags
Vacation Bookletsby

And Much MoreThomas Dragges

David Lee Wilcox
2600 Mustang Dr. Lot 107
Grapevine, Texas 76051

For price list
Write to'mw

I would like to start by wishing everyone a
Happy and Prosperous New Year. I hope Santa Claus
was good to all of you and brought you your favorite
airline goody.

mmrm

- ~i .

Since there are very few, if any commuter air
line playing cards, I will take this opportunity to
feature some Air Canada/Trans Canada cards,
has cards from any of the commuter

If anyo

AIR CANADA

66ne
. . . carriers, please

send samples in so they may be included in a future
article.

h
/

Since 1974, GATE 66, the airline modeler's *
has provided new, photos, how-to articles

infomation of direct interest to air ine '"ojf “
is published bi-monthly and covers all aspects of air
line modeling. Subscriptions are per year in
North America, $18.00 per year world wide (includes
air mail delivery). Make your check payable to
STARLINE. For further information, or to start your
subscription, write to: GATE 66, P.O. Box 660, Stanton.
California 90680 U.S.A.

UO-+V. Jr®"? blue background
with a white border. The word Fly and the circle
around the maple leaf 1s dark blue. The maple
leaf IS white with red TCA letters in the leaf.
The Maple Leaf Route" is in white print in the

dark blue rectangular box. The other card in this

vTvlldfh coloring. The word
Fly and the circle around the ma ple leaf is red

blue TCA letters in the
leaf. The Maple Leaf Route" is in white orint in
the rectangular box which is red. Border and back
ground colors are the same as the card sSown

u

M

 s
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0 vavNvo uiv

white^sLrf^^S ̂  ® with

dark blue print with a red maple leaf logo.
r  1962. The next sample is a very

Year

card promoted certain flights,
section blue. The blue background

T

white and Canada name and logo ii

871' The lid destination-Canada

h

n

AirVanad ^ background section also contains the
niimho l°9o in white and the flight
number and destination-Europe 870. “ ^
issue was 1968

The year
.

q cii is a colorful card depictina

of

wajj som^Mue^
Year of orange and white,

represented a flight from the » '

to Europe. Air Canada and logo
year of issue is unknown.

a

ATLANTIC MODELSvW'-

;  AIR CANADA^ I AIR CANADA 0
SYKORSKY S-42—PANAM FLYING BOAT  $150.00

95.00
95.00

BOEING 377—STRATOCRUISER PANAM .
LOCKHEED ELECTRA-EASTERN-NATIONAL

%-
e m Not kits but completely assembled, painted and decaled models of these

famous aircrafts, ready for display—made of fiberglass in 1/72 scale, stand
included—Order yours now and allow 8 to 10 weeks for delivery Mail check
or money order plus S5.00 (or shipping charges to;

ATLANTIC MODELS
10321 S.W. 20th St.

Miami, FL 33165

No CBlalog available
Send S.A.S.E. for any
apeclal request.
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'7^h'ioy\/ if Former oarnar of Altjol Models of Miami
MONEY BACK GUARANTEED IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIEON

I FAST MAIL ORDEB WORLDWIOEt

^al^masterr~^i |i04sc.-'le| , 7^
DICAlSThis card possibly

western area of Canada
Again,re in red.

OUR CATALOQ IS JUST $1.00 AIRMAIL

jmfiARELlhlMnS
cATP....

?KrLp?flear?ogJ? bla^'pHnJ'an'd

rI?L ;J? i^be letters in Calypso
nower^ Y^roJuTiowers. Tear of issue unknown.

rOWl.ER
AVIATION

PcvcII\) 0000000 A ■big ||T
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IRL1NERS
MERICA'i'* r r^. i'V - \ ' CAL

●Ef tt TTl^CO^POI^ TED
3014 ABELIA COURT

SAN JOSE, CA. 95121
(408) 629-2121
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AIRLINERS INTERNATIONAL 1982

Contest Winners - All Categories

Pte/ue add thJjt Jjiionmatixin
to tkt 6tofiy on the convention

that appealed In the to6t
td^ue oi the LOG.

MODEL CONTEST:
1/200 Oets-

1. Northwest DC-IO, Mike Ryan, Stanton, CA
Oapan Air Lines DC-IO, Mike Ryan
Air France 747, Mike Ryan

1/200 Props-
1. Air Antiantique C-47, Ron Kluk, Chicago, IL
1/144 3ets-

1. Pan Am 747SP, Allen K-
Malaysian DC-10, Mike Ryan
United Air Lines DC-8-71, Rick Guilbault, Detroit, MI

1/144 Props-

Northwest Stratocruiser,
Swearingen Metro II,

1/100 3ets-

Southern DC-9-30, Larry Ivan Potoski, Arlington, VA
3apan Air Lines DC-8-62, Rick Neyland, El Segundo, CA

3. Branlff 727-200, J' » y »
1/100

2.
3.

Hess, Redondo Beach, CA
2.
3.

1. Allen Hess

Marc Hansen, Seattle, WA
2.

1.
2.

Mike Ryan
Props-

Air California L-188 Electra ,
Piedmont F-27A, Rick Neyland
American Airlines DC-7,

1/72 Props-

Instone Airlines DH.34, Matt Hargreaves, Seattle, WA
Continental Airlines DC-3, Roger Sawyer, Seattle, WA

Diorama Express Douglas M-2, Rick Neyland

1,
David Crowder, Van Nuys2.

3.
Mike Ryan

1.
2.
3.

f )

CONTENT

DELETED

DUE TO PRIVACY

CONCERNS

, CA

1.
through a tree-top,

Hawaiian Air DC-9 rampside.
Awfully Short Runway",

PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST:

Monochrome combined)-
1. DHC-3 Otter, C. Eleveld, Vancouver R C

Sunset At The Float Plane Base", ’
Good-Bye Snow" (Metro 747)

Color Slides- ’

2.
3.

2.
G. Vin3.

CP Air 737 at LAX,
Equatoriana 707,
a Tie,
Aero California DC-3

LAX Terminal Compl

Ooh

at
ex -

Ken Snyder, Placentia, CA
3udy Snyder, Placentia, CA

Ken Snyder

centi, Richmond, B.C,
Ronald Kluk, Chicago, IL

1 .
n Kirchner , Los Angeles, CA

Norbert Raith, donesboro, GA
2 .
3.

La Paz,
Daytime ,

3ohn Kirchner, and
Armen Avakian ,Redondo Beach, CA

display CONTEST:

* Patches", Bob Feld, Cypress, CA
"Tiokpr Display - TWA", Dan McIntyre, Granite City, IL

icKet Lovers of the Airlines of the World", William Barron,
Harbor City, CA

1.
2,
3.

BEST OF SHOW AWARDS:
BEST MODEL-
BEST PHOTO-
BEST DISPLAY-

TWA 747

"Wing

SP 1/100,
"TWA 727" , ;- -Alle

s, Emblems & Patches",

Dennis Claus
n Hess

, Kansas City, MO

Bob Feld

4S



AIRLIMERS INTERNATIONAL 83

The next international convention of Airline Enthusiasts will be held

June 16-18, 1983

AT

Stouffer's National Center Hotel
Crystal City (Alexandria), Virginia, U.S.A,

5 minutes from Washington National Airport

15 minutes from downtown Washington, D.C,

Special convention room rate; US$50.00 per
room per night (single or double) valid
June 15-20, 1983.

Complete detailed information will be available from
THE convention COMMITTEE IN JANUARY, 1983,

R.E.6, Davies, Chairman
Airliners International 83
P.O. Box 588

Bladensburg, Maryland 20710

U.S.A.
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FARNBOROUGH
STAREUROPEAN SECTION

The British Aerospace 146 - said to be the world's quietest
jetliner - has been the star attraction of the 1982
Famborough International Air Show in England.
Powered by four American made Avco Lycoming ALF502 high by
pass engines, the BAe.l46 clearly demonstrates the benefits
of close co-operation between Europe and the U.S.A.
The first Series 200 stretched 146 will be delivered to
AIR WISCONSIN in March I983,
***********************^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^*^^^^^^^^^^^^^
ADD A EUROPEAN DIMENSION TO YOUR HOBBY INTERESTS BY JOINING
THE WORLD AIRLINE HOBBY CLUB'S EUROPEAN SECTION.
IT DOESN'T MATTER WHERE IN THE WORLD YOU LIVE, AS  A MEMBER
OF THE EUROPEAN SECTION YOU'LL RECEIVE THE
NEWSLETTER AS WELL AS THE
******************

****

EUROPE NEWS "
ti11 CAPTAIN'S LOG

f

Iw 1
I k .

A
Membership please contact the Membership Secre+j^-r-v

J. Hems, 74 Sto Leonards Gardens, Heston, Hounslow TW5 9DH, ENGLAND^

\.

europe
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